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ABSTRACT
Buzan, Jonathan R. Ph.D., Purdue University, May 2018. Quantifying Human Heat
Stress in Working Environments, and Their Relationship to Atmospheric Dynamics,
Due to Global Climate Change. Major Professor: Professor Matthew Huber, Earth,
Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences.
Heat stress is a global issue that crosses socioeconomic status. Heat stress leads
to reduced worker capacity on seasonal scales, and weekly to sub-daily timescales,
incapacitation, morbidity, and mortality. This dissertation focuses on 2 distinct parts:
quantification methods of heat stress, and heat stress applications.

Quantification methods of heat stress
Chapters 1–3 focus on historical analysis of heat stress. Chapter 1 is a detailed
assessment of previous work in heat stress—methods, history, and future research outlook. Chapter 2 focuses on the implementation and quantification of a battery of heat
stress metrics within the global circulation model framework. The ultimate outcome
is a Fortran module, the HumanIndexMod [1], that may be run independently on
individual datasets, or used with the Community Earth System Model 1, Community
Land Model Version 5 (released February 2018 w/HumanIndexMod). Chapter 3 is an
analysis of a battery of heat stress metrics with the focus on showing their differences
in global circulation models, and thermodynamic predictability and scalability.

Heat stress applications
Chapters 4 and 5 focus on applications for physical impact modeling and economic
outcomes. Chapter 4 quantifies labor impacts from heat stress due to the covariance

xv
or temperature, humidity, and radiation. My predictions of labor productivity losses
from heat stress are amenable to Integrated Assessment Modeling. Chapter 5 is a
preliminary economic impacts analysis–a 1st order sensitivity perturbation study for
labor impacts–which will guide a flagship application for the Purdue University Big
Idea Project, GLASS: Global to Local Analysis of Systems Sustainability. My labor
productivity losses from heat stress will become a boundary condition for a series of
sensitivity assessments intended to inform the policy making process to help achieve
the United Nations Sustainability Development Goals.
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1. QUANTIFYING HUMAN HEAT STRESS WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF
CLIMATE CHANGE: A PROSPECTUS
Abstract
Earth system and weather models simulate the dynamics of the most complex
systems on our planet with some success. Despite the overwhelming sophistication of
these models, which include dynamical interactions of ocean, atmosphere, vegetation,
ice, and land-surface properties, they fail to include the most important element. People. Humans are also a complex biological system and coupling of human physiology
within an Earth Systems Modeling framework is challenging. This project aims to
tackle one particular component of human-physiological/climate interactions, namely
the representation of heat stress on human physiology.
Heat stress occurs when the human body loses the ability to internally regulate
heat balance. An increase of internal temperatures of ∼3◦ C can be lethal. Many
different heat diagnostics were developed to diagnose heat stress, and policy makers
incorporated these indices in weather warning systems. Heat warnings are targeted to
reduce morbidity due to heat stroke and heat exhaustion. Despite the implementation
of warning systems, such as national notices and work guidelines for hot environments,
heat death remains the number one cause of mortality from natural disaster in first
world countries; more than tornadoes, flooding, and hurricanes combined. The 2010
heat wave in Russia is the worst recorded heat wave, with >50,000 deaths.
Heat waves can be defined by heat indices, such as The Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (W BGT ), the Universal Thermal Climate Index (U T CI), or the National
Weather Service Heat Index (HI). Heat indices were developed to reduce morbidity
and mortality by enabling the creation of policies to minimize risk. None of these
metrics are coupled to weather forecast models on short time scales or longer time
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scales with Earth system models. Furthermore, indices, such as HI or W BGT , do not
account for complex physiology. Prognostic physiological heat stress models consider
wind, ambient temperature, and moisture from the environment, as well as internal
processes, such as blood flow and sweat, that prognose internal body temperatures.
Thermal physiological prognostic models have not been coupled to climate models,
and, at best, are reliant on climatological data sets.
The following dissertation implements a battery of heat stress metrics into the
Community Earth System Model (CESM), analyzes moist thermodynamics in global
circulation models in the following ways:
1) Implement simplified thermal indexes into the Earth system model framework
to characterize the modern state of heat stress. The battery of metrics cover operational uses such as heat warnings, labor productivity, and infrastructure assessments
of air conditioning and evaporative cooling mechanisms.
2) Explore and characterize the bulk behavior from the battery of heat stress metrics through the analysis of multiple general circulation model projections of modern
and future climate states.
3) Integrate complex thermal indexes that include radiation, such as the Environmental Stress Index, into the analysis of multiple global circulation models. These
diagnostics are used in international standards for health and safety, and quantify
direct impacts on humans.
This work may eventually help weather forecasters on short time scales (seasonal
and daily forecasts) and benefit climate decision makers on longer time scales (yearly
and decadal projections). The results from this work may provide a source of variables for use in economic cost functions. Furthermore, CESM is a community open
source project endeavor. My heat stress diagnostics are are now incorporated into
a component of CESM, the Community Land Model version 5. My metrics are also
implemented into the National Center for Atmospheric Research Command Language
(NCL), a software package designed for analyzing general circulation model output.
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1.1

Background

1.1.1

What is Heat Stress

Heat balance is modulated by many different mechanisms within the human environment system, known as homeostasis. Heat stress occurs when the human body
loses the ability to internally regulate heat balance. In hot environments, the breakdown in homeostasis causes hyperthermia. Losing homeostasis induces rapid increase
in core body temperatures, and an increase of internal temperatures of ∼3◦ C can be
lethal [2]. For example, heat is generated within the core body and is dependent on
levels of activity; from a minimum at rest up to ∼8x that minimum heat production
due to strenuous activity from work. These activities increase heat production within
the human body, and in order to maintain homeostasis blood flow transfers this heat
to the skin. At the skin, heat transfer is dependent on the environment. There are
four different methods of heat transport at the exterior of a human body (Figure 1.1):
radiation, convection, conduction, and evaporation [2–4]. As temperatures increase
outside the human body (a hot environment), the primary method of removing excess
heat is through evaporation, which controls ∼75% of heat loss [3]. Future climate
scenarios show that when conditions become too humid, the human body can no
longer use sweat to remove heat, and cannot survive without air conditioning [5].

1.1.2

Human Thermoregulatory Mechanisms

Humans have a variety of systems that interact to cope with heat stress in order
to maintain homeostasis. Hyperthermia occurs when the body is overwhelmed by
internal heat production [2]. The hypothalamus, a portion of the brain responsible for
the autonomic (peripheral) nervous system, regulates thermal control. Sensing core
body temperatures, the hypothalamus releases (or shuts off) chemical compounds
to induce a variety of organs to react. For example, the hypothalamus may induce
a fever by forcibly raising internal temperatures through releasing certain enzymes
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Figure 1.1. Sally Heat Stress. Energy balance in the human body.
The red arrows represent a hot environment, with the flux of energy
into humans. The blue arrows are energy dissipation mechanisms
and their relative contributions for humans: evaporation, respiration,
convection, conduction (conduction may add heat, and thus is purple),
and work. The dissipation mechanisms are variable due to thermal
inertia, and may not reach steady state (quantities may not equal
100%). Modified from [6].
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which increase metabolic production, as detailed in [2]. In normal thermoregulation,
as internal temperatures rise, the hypothalamus initiates vasodilation (dilation of the
blood vessels) [2], and will also increase heart rate [7]. These processes promotes
internal heat transport to the skin. Sweat removes heat through evaporation. The
numerous glands in human skin produce both sweat and sebum (fatty secretions), and
the sebum acts as an emulsifier to prevent sweat from dripping off the skin, enhancing
the capability of reaching maximum heat loss by evaporation [8]. However, if the local
moisture conditions in the environment reduce the effectiveness of evaporation, the
hypothalamus will not be able to regulate heat, and at extreme temperature and
moisture conditions thermoregulation is impossible.
The human body has the capacity to adapt to a variety of environments through
acclimatization. Respiration rates, oxygen volume, and gas exchanges are heavily
dependent on whether subjects are acclimatized or not [9]. Physical fitness [10], and
age, all factor into the body's ability to deal with heat stress. Fatty tissues have
about half the thermal conductivity of other tissues, and a physically fit individual
can produce up to 3 liters of sweat per hour [3]. The heart blood pressure and flow
rates will increase or reduce depending on the environment. The human vascular
system reacts to prolonged strenuous exposure [3]. If the local temperatures increase,
the human body will react by increasing the density of blood vessels in the skin.
Likewise, as temperatures fall, the body will reduce the density of blood vessels in
the skin. Additionally, humans will adapt to altitude changes by changing the density
of air sacs within the lungs.

1.1.3

Heat Stress Links between Animals and Humans

Warm blooded mammals thermally regulate their internal temperatures, and are
often used as an analogue to the human body in heat stress studies [11, 12]. Animal physiology deals with heat stress in many complicated ways. Horses and cattle
die when core temperatures reach ∼43◦ C for extended periods of time [4], as do
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humans [2]. Cattle temperatures follow sun radiation, but lag ∼2 hrs when in the
shade, and their reaction becomes more complicated as strenuous exposure occurs
over 3-4 days [4]. Some large ungulates (hoofed mammals) dilate specialized blood
vessels (cartotid retes) that run near the evaporative cooling areas around the head
and neck before entering the brain, to enhance heat dissipation. However, this process shuts down during excessive exercise, such as a ‘fight or flight’ responses, which
can induce hyperthermia [13]. Baboons, living in strenuous hot environments, can
survive increased exposure to solar radiation, provided they have adequate access to
water [14]. However, baboons have complex inflammatory responses when they suffer
heat stroke [15]. Such inflammatory responses, like cytokines signaling molecules, effect baboons in similar ways to human responses for heat stress [14]. Smaller animals
(e.g. squirrels) will seek underground shelter when their internal temperatures rise [4].
Naked mole rats are poikilotherms, where core temperatures vary over a large range,
regulates its temperatures through huddling and controlling temperature and moisture in underground environments [16, 17]. Marsupials approach heat stress through
a entirely different mechanism; a 30% less active metabolism rate when compared to
their eutherian counterparts [18]. The data sets derived from these aforementioned
studies are used to compare and drive human heat stress models.

1.1.4

Heat Stress Modeling

Diagnostic Models
Diagnostic models are heat stress metrics that are based upon empirical, comfort,
or physiologically based methods that diagnose immediate heat stress. They have no
time-varying components built within them, and are missing components that relate
to heat load. Diagnostics greatly simplify overall heat stress assessments, however,
each metric has limited scope, and there are no studies that show the efficacy of using
one or a couple metrics on a global may produce useful assessments of current and
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future heat stress. I use a variety of diagnostic heat stress metrics throughout this
project. Chapter 2 has a detailed analysis of different types of metrics.
The methods used for determining human heat stress vary; ranging from simple
indices to complex prognostic physiology modeling. The National Weather Service
(NWS) uses Heat Index (HI), a polynomial equation, for measuring apparent temperature (‘feels like’ temperature), and informs meteorologists when to issue excessive
heat warnings [19, 20]. (HI) was calibrated for working conditions, and used for
determining labor working time and rest break frequency. The Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (W BGT ) is an empirical diagnostic index developed for the United States
military as a warning system to prevent heat stress casualties [21, 22]. There are numerous simplifications of W BGT (e.g. Simplified W BGT ) geared towards avoiding
using iterative methods of complex calculations for both wet bulb and globe thermometers [23–25]. These methods have been criticized for oversimplification and
inaccuracies [26], and advanced calculations for wet bulb and globe thermometers
have been developed for the highest accuracy [27–30]. Like the W BGT , Discomfort
Index DI uses a combination of wet bulb and dry bulb temperatures and has been
in use for more than 4 decades. DI is used by the Israel Defense Forces for hot and
humid or dry climates [31]. Humidex uses a combination of dry bulb temperature
and vapor pressure to quantify human discomfort in excessive heat and humidity for
an average person, and was developed to determine heat warnings in Canada [32,33].
Universal Thermal Climate Index (U T CI) was developed to determine human heat
stress through the use of biometeorology–a field that combines weather and biophysics [34–36]–with the intention of integration into weather prediction models [37].
Similarly to the W BGT , U T CI includes winds and radiation, as well as moisture
and temperature.
There are many guidelines for working conditions in hot environments. For example, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) ensured strict
heat stress safety measures in response to the 2010 British Petroleum (BP) gulf oil
spill [38]. Cleanup from that spill occurred during peak seasonal weather conditions
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that can increase heat stress exposure. OSHA requires frequent breaks, working
at cooler times of the day, and has multiple other heat related directives. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) has policies for measuring heat
stress and determining workloads within workplace environments. ISO 7243 uses
the W BGT as the standard [39]. The original formulation of W BGT assumed that
workers were wearing light trousers and olive drab t-shirts (US Marine Corps training
clothing, [21]). ISO 7243 introduces modifications to W BGT values to account for
different clothing types and metabolic work rates.
Numerous studies have evaluated potential changes in worker labor capacity from
a global change perspective [25,40–43]. However, few studies have used environments
projected by general circulation modeling as a method for quantifying impacts, and
those that have use only simplified indices [23, 44, 45].

Prognostic Models
The human body is a complex system, and prognostic physiology models attempt
to represent the non-linear thermo-physiological responses. A basic mechanistic physiology model assumes the human body is a series of layers ranging from the core to
the skin [46]. Complicated mechanistic models build upon this assumption by representing body with a series of compartments through geometric shapes [47], and add
further complexity by dividing the body into multiple segments [48, 49]. One such
model, the Fiala model [49], attempted to couple with weather forecasting models.
Unfortunately, due to computational cost, the project was not feasible, and could not
successfully couple to weather models. Instead, the Fiala model was executed with a
series of initial conditions and averaged weather output as boundary conditions leading to the development of the Universal Thermal Climate Index (U T CI). Similar
methods were used in the development of other indices, such as HI [20, 50].
SCENARIO is a physiology heat stress model designed for athletic, industrial,
and military thermal stress applications [47, 52, 53]. This model is a simplification
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Figure 1.2. Schematic of the SCENARIO model. Core temperatures are a function of heat transport between the 6 compartments
and the environment (arrows). Each cylindrical compartment has a
radius and associated mass. Heat is generated in the core and muscle compartments. The blood compartment does not have a radius,
and instead interacts with all compartments directly except for the
outer skin. The blood heat transport is dependent on oxygen volume
and heart rate, as well as current temperature and mass. Modified
from [51].
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of an astronaut thermal model developed by NASA [54]. The model uses six first
principle differential equations and a series of boundary conditions to resolve heat
transport from the core to the skin of the human body, resulting in a prognostic
value for body temperature (Figure 1.2). Blood flow, oxygen intake rate, heart rate,
sweating, etc., are all dynamic properties of SCENARIO. Boundary conditions include
clothing, environmental conditions, and metabolic energy production. The model is
validated by data sets from controlled environmental and metabolic experiments. The
United States Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine (USARIEM) uses
SCENARIO to test a variety of experimental clothing and environmental conditions
[55, 56]. SCENARIO is also validated by a series of heat stress experiments using
internal temperature sensors [57, 58]. Furthermore, SCENARIO is one of the few
prognostic models that has been used for both men and women [59–61]. USARIEM
currently uses SCENARIO to predict heat stress for the full range of military clothing
and climates (personal communication, R. Gonzalez).

1.1.5

The Structure of General Circulation Models

There are a variety of different Earth systems models used for research, and one
such model is the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community
Earth System Model version 1 (CESM1, hence CESM). CESM is 1 of 40+ models used
in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) for climate change projections. The purpose of IPCC is to compile and assess climate research. The IPCC
guides climate modeling research by enabling the experimental framework used to
compare all the major climate models, called the Climate Model Inter-comparison
Project 5 (CMIP5). CMIP5 has 5 major types of modeling experiments: evaluation
(1850-2005), projection (Representative Concentration Pathways, RCP), climate sensitivity and feedbacks, carbon cycle, and clouds [62]. All participating models must
execute these experiments for comparison to each other.
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1.1.6

Human Experiences With Heat Stress

Frequent heat waves and prolonged heat stress are concerns for future climate
scenarios [5, 37, 63]. The deadliest heat wave on record was the 2010 heat wave
in Russia [64]. The 2003 European and 1995 Chicago heat waves show that heat
deaths are related to prolonged and repeat exposure to heat stress (days to weeks),
not instantaneous exposure [65–67]. However, deaths are not the only threat from
heat stress. Human work load and worker production rates are intrinsically linked to
environmental conditions. The following is a characterization of the work that has
been completed.
Heat stress metrics (i.e. the metrics that involve both heat and humidity) have
largely been studied on a sub regional scale. From a climate perspective, these studies
have focused on heat waves. The definition of a heat wave, however, is not clear. The
National Weather Service for the United States initiates a heat wave warning when
the HI is expected to rise above 40.5◦ C for two consecutive days [68]. Another metric
is the characterization of air masses to determine extreme heat [69]. The air masses
that denote potential heat threats are ‘moist tropical hot’, ‘dry tropical hot’, and are
a qualitative estimate of heat waves.
Heat stress metrics are used to assess impacts of heat waves on humans. Studies focus are on small regions or cities. For example, research on the Chicago Heat
Wave in 1995 focused on calculating the odds of mortality based upon a variety of
factors. Your odds of death were 8:1 if you were confined to bed, whereas living in
an environment with an air conditioner reduced the odds down to 0.3:1 [65]. Analyzing demographics in cities, such as racial background, education, whether the person
died in a hospital or not, etc., another study concluded that for the United States,
mortality from heat falls disproportionately to the socially disadvantaged [70]. One
study analyzing hospital admissions, found that a significant relationship to temperature and hospital admissions [71]. Furthermore Li et al. [71] used late 21st Century
climate projections to simulate the change in hospital admissions to determine the
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number of hospitals that may be impacted from climate change. The conclusions
determine that people who have preexisting conditions have substantially higher risk
to heat stress from climate change.
Humans working in environments with chronic heat exposure may increase the
incident rate of heat related morbidity. For example, chronic kidney disease rates—
normally associated with diabetes—have substantially increased in Nicaragua [72],
and there is no isolated cause of the medical condition. However, numerous studies
are showing that the factor linking the majority of cases is frequent exposure to high
heat environments [73–75]. These results have generated efforts to characterize these
high heat work environments [76]. Future projections estimate that there will be a
15% increase in exposure to high heat stress days in the region.
The climate modeling community, in the context of climate change projections, has
recently recognized the importance of characterizing heat stress (e.g. accounting for
both moisture and temperature). However, the focus is largely based upon on regional
studies. One of the first major modeling studies focused on the Mediterranean [77].
The study uses regional climate model output to calculate the NWS HI. Summer
seasonal averaged relative humidity was combined with daily minimum and maximum
temperatures to calculate HI values. Heat stress metrics calculated from monthly
values have systematic biases due to non-linear turbulent transient perturbations [1].
Regardless, their high CO2 scenario has 3x more HI heat wave days as compared to
their modern control.
The next major study was the first global assessment of heat stress and its impact
on labor [43]. The study used global daily output of relative humidity and temperature to calculate sW BGT . Although the study does not capture the diurnal cycle
(therefore, losing the extremes), and neglects the impacts of radiation, the authors
were interested in long term averaged future climate. sW BGT values were calculated
from output using CO2 concentrations from the A2 greenhouse gases scenario. The
study calculates a worker productive capacity based upon sW BGT . The results show
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that some regions lose up to 25% of their productive capacity (South East Asia), and
other regions lose up to 20% of their Gross Domestic Product (Central America).
Close on the heels of Kjellstrom et al. [43], was a study that aimed to set a
theoretical framework that all future heat stress studies must keep in mind. This
study calculated from a first principles framework a physical limit to human adaptive
capabilities in heat stress [5]. Using energy balance at basal metabolic rate, the
authors calculate that >6 hours of exposure to wet bulb temperatures ≥35◦ C will kill
humans. With this boundary condition, the study used high CO2 projections beyond
2200 to calculate a plausible worst case climate change scenario. Their results show
that if CO2 injection into the atmosphere continues to grow for the next century, 50%
of the Earth‘s surface where people live today will become uninhabitable at some
point on an average year. The only way to stay cool in those zones would require air
conditioning.
Incorporating simplified heat stress metrics into an Earth system model was first
accomplished with CESM [23]. Doing so was a major step forward because not
only did the authors couple a heat stress metric to CESM (sW BGT ), but set out
to determine climate change impacts on the urban environment, an environment
critical to humans. Their results show that extreme heat stress metrics are more
spatially uniform than compared to extreme temperatures. Their major conclusion
was that the nightly minimum in the urban heat stress rises faster than the daily high.
Specifically, more than half of the nights in Africa and Tropical Asia had extreme heat
stress.
As aforementioned, heat stress is related to the covariance of temperature and
humidity. The covariance of temperature and humidity are moist thermodynamically
linked to pseudoadiabatic ascent processes, which conserve energy and entropy [78]:
0 = s∗p = cpd ln θE∗ = cpd ln Θ +

L(TL )
r(1 + kr)
TL

(1.1)

where s∗p is an estimate of specific pseudoadiabatic entropy, cpd is the specific heat
of dry air at constant pressure, and θE∗ is an estimation of the equivalent potential
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temperature. Θ is potential temperature, TL is the lifting condensation level temperature, r is the mixing ratio, k a non-dimensional constant, and L(TL ) is an estimation
of latent heat of vaporization. Thus, a comparison of heat stress metrics that include
moisture help researchers understand the spread of temperature in Earth system modeling [44]. Using 4x daily output from both reanalysis (data) and the Climate Model
Inter-comparison Project 5 (CMIP5, the state of the art climate models), the authors
calculated equivalent temperature (a thermodynamic quantity) and sW BGT . Their
results show that the climate models and data fall along lines of constant equivalent temperature. This result is important because even though scientists have been
adding complexity to climate models for decades, the uncertainty of climate projections remains high. Moist heat stress metrics that are constrained by convective
dynamics may reduce the spread global models as compared to temperature alone.
Finally, we have a recent study on heat stress impacting total labor capacity [45].
The two major results from the study were 1) in the high CO2 simulation, by 2200,
peak labor capacity during the warm season is less than 50% of the total potential
labor capacity, and 2) the end of the 20th Century have seen a drop in potential
labor capacity down to 90% globally. The authors use W BGT as their choice of
metric, but with some caveats. The calculation of wet bulb temperature (Tw ) uses
a variation of the computation that was used in Sherwood and Huber, [5]. This wet
bulb temperature is actually the potential wet bulb temperature θw [29], and may
not reflect true surface conditions. The authors then assume that the workers are in
the shade (which is not an unreasonable assumption). The authors then assume that
the globe temperature (Tg ), a proxy for the radiation environment, is equivalent to
the dry bulb temperature (Tc ).
W BGT = 0.7Tw + 0.3Tc

(1.2)

The resulting equation may have the more accurate calculation for wet bulb temperature, however, the overall equation is one of the most criticized forms [26]. The
radiation environment, even in the shade or indoors should not be neglected.
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Although a progress was made in the short time period that heat stress metrics
have appeared in the Earth system model framework, there are some substantial
hurdles to overcome. No major analysis has evaluated the characteristics of a battery
of heat stress metrics at the same time. None of the heat stress metrics used in
these global studies accounts for radiation impacts on humans. Furthermore, human
physiology is a complex system with non-linear responses. Heat stress metrics do not
capture these responses, however, prognostic thermal modeling can. The following
section is an evaluation of a battery of heat stress metrics in the context of Earth
system models.

1.2

Earth System Models and Evaluating Heat Stress Metrics
Implementation of human physiology heat stress modeling into a global climate

model is a complicated task. The following is the implementation and evaluation of
heat stress metrics the National Center for Atmospheric Reseach (NCAR) Community
Earth System Model version 1 (CESM 1, hence CESM). CESM is made of component
models: Community Atmosphere Model version 4 (CAM4), Parallel Ocean Program
(POP), Community Sea Ice Model (CSIM), and the Community Land Model version
4 (CLM4, hence CLM). CLM is the target model for implementing the physiological
component of our research. Within CLM are topography, dynamic vegetation, landair interaction, and urban environments.
CLM is the component of CESM that contains all interactions of the land/surface
processes. Built within CLM is a carbon-nitrogen cycle model that produces prognostic values for vegetation and soil [79, 80]. The vegetation component is broken
into plant functional types (PFT), biomes, that can coexist within the same model
grid cell, consistent with ecological theory [81]. These biomes range from broadleaf
evergreen trees to tundras. The urban biome, a specialized canyon model, is designed
to represent the heat island where temperatures are amplified by urban environments [82–85]. The heat island can add serious complications to human heat stress.
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For example atmospheric radiation is absorbed within the walls of the canyon, as well
as air conditioners add waste heat to the local environment. Past CLM4 experiments
have explored and contrast heat between the rural and urban environments [86] with
average daily maximum amplification relative to rural areas is ∼2-4◦ C. Future scenarios simulate urban environments and at the highest CO2 concentrations in those
simulations have urban-rural contrasts of ∼4◦ C [87]. Heat stress in high population
areas is an evolving research area, and CLM is the focus of a recent special issue of
‘Climate Change: Benefits of Reduced Anthropogenic Climate Change’ [88–91].
The Earth system model and evaluation of heat stress metrics is divided into three
sections:
1) update thermodynamic water calculations for CLM.
2) implement diagnostic standard indexes, sW BGT , DI, HI, etc.
3) run a series of climate scenarios with varying boundary conditions and greenhouse gas concentrations.

1.2.1

Thermodynamic Water Calculation Updates

∼75% of the dissipation of heat from the human body is accomplished by the
evaporation sweat from the skin of a human body (Figure 1.1). Therefore, incorporating detailed and accurate calculations of thermodynamic quantities of water vapor
in the atmosphere of CESM is a critical step for the completion of the project. I
implement the wet bulb temperature calculations created by Davies-Jones [29]. This
moist thermodynamic calculation the basis of the HumanIndexMod, and was published as a package or CLM4.5 [1]. The wet bulb temperature calculation builds
upon theory and previous calculation techniques [92]. The calculation has an elegant
method for the first approximation, and then uses an accelerated Newtonian convergence method. CLM uses an accelerated moist thermodynamic approximation from
Clausius-Clayperon theory [93]. My process inverts equivalent potential temperature
to solve for the wet bulb temperature.
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Tnw = 45.114 − 51.489

θE
C

λ
(1.3)

Where Tnw is the wet bulb temperature, θE is the equivalent potential temperature,
and Tc is the freezing temperature of water at standard atmospheric conditions. This
calculation is implemented into CLM at the 2m height. Dr. Steve Sherwood supplied the original code [5] in IDL (personal communication). The code was translated
into NCL and Fortran, and verified by comparing the results to the IDL calculations
and comparison to previous results [29]. The Fortran code follows standard annotation procedure as defined by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
CESM documentation. The calculations were validated using the ERA Interim reanalysis product [94] following the methods from previous research [5, 44].

1.2.2

Implement Diagnostic Heat Indexes

Empirical and Comfort Heat indexes
NWS Heat Index (HI), Discomfort Index (DI), Apparent Temperature (AT ),
Simplified W BGT (sW BGT ), and Humidex (HU M IDEX) all share common characteristics. Each index uses a combination of atmospheric state variables: temperature (T ), humidity (RH), and pressure (P ). HI and AT are based upon deviations
from a comfort zone based upon changes in moisture and humidity from human thermal modeling [19]. sW BGT [24] is a simplified version of an workplace heat stress
standard, W BGT . W BGT is an empirically calibrated index based upon a combination T , Tw , and Tg [21], which is compared to work rates/athletic activity. The
different state variables in heat stress metrics are weighted dependent upon assumptions and experimental design that was used to create these indexes; factors such as
local climate, or the ‘average’ human. Complicated heat indices include components
beyond the basic atmospheric state variables, such as radiation transfer and winds,
accounting for convective and radiative energy transfer.
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Remarks on UTCI Index
The Universal Thermal Climate Index (U T CI) is a 6th order polynomial equation
with input from air temperature, mean radiant temperature, wind speed at 10 m, and
water vapor pressure [35]. CLM contains functions for calculating wind speed at 10
m, the air temperature, and vapor pressure at 2 m. The 2 m and 10 m heights in
CLM are standardized to the 2 m and 10 m heights where instruments are placed to
collect data. As part of calculating U T CI, human body mean radiant temperature
is required.
"

Trmt

 #
n 
1X
Di
=
Ei + ab
Fi
σ i=1
εp

∗
Trmt

T 4 + f p ab I ∗
= rmt
(εp σ)


(1.4)

 14

Tmrt = Tg + Kg (Tg − T )

(1.5)
(1.6)

∗
Equation (1.4, 1.5) mean radiant temperature (Tmrt
) [95] is temperature at which

an upright, walking human being is radiating as a black body. Tmrt is the indirect
radiation exposure temperature. σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Di is the the
diffuse shortwave radiation. p and ab are the emission and absorption coefficients
for human beings (the amount of radiation that humans effectively emit and absorb),
respectively. Ei Ei is long-wave radiation. n is the number of different surroundings
and i is the current surrounding. Fi is the angle factor, and fp is the projected angle
factor of the sun. I ∗ is the direct solar radiation. Equation (1.6) is another method
to calculate mean radiant temperature (Tmrt ), calculated from Tg , T , and a power
law with air velocity Kg [96]. Unfortunately, there are numerical instabilities in the
U T CI polynomial equation. This numerical issue causes hot T and RH to produce
lower values than at cooler conditions (Table 1.1). Thus, I do not consider the U T CI
as part of my analysis.
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Table 1.1. Sensitivity of U T CI as compared to Tw in high temperature and humidity conditions. U T CI is unitless.

RH (%)

T

(◦ C)

45

46

47

48

49

50

73

77

81

82

80

73

80

85

88

86

78

60

26

90

96

91

76

45

-8

-96

100

104

83

42

-29

-148

-332

39.7

40.6

41.6

42.6

43.5

44.5

80

41.6

42.6

43.6

44.6

45.5

46.5

90

43.4

44.4

45.4

46.4

47.3

48.3

100

45.0

46.0

47.0

48.0

49.0

50.0

70

70

U T CI

Tw (◦ C)
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Table 1.2. CESM experiments executed.

367
CAM4

X

CAM5

X

400

1.2.3

(ppm)

560

1120

X

X

2240

X

Eocene
Miocene

CO2

X
X

CESM Experiments

I executed two types of Earth Systems Modeling experiments. These experiments
explore two types of Earth systems states: equilibrium and transient. The equilibrium experiments use a slab thermodynamic ocean component coupled to CAM4/5,
and CLM4. The equilibrium studies use Modern, Eocene, and Miocene boundary
conditions (Eocene and Miocene simulations were executed by Dr. Aaron Goldner).
The Modern experiments vary CO2 concentrations at 367 ppm, 560 ppm, and 1120
ppm CO2 (Table 1.2). The models were executed for approximately 50 years to account for model spin up to reach equilibrium, and the last 20 equilibrium model years
were extracted for heat stress climatologies. For the transient simulations, I use the
Representative Concentration Pathways 8.5, RCP [97] that are designed for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 5th Assessment Report, IPCC AR5 (see
Chapter 3). Additionally, I validate our heat stress metrics with ERA Interim reanalysis data product (CRUNCEP reanalysis in Chapter 2, and Japanese Reanalysis 55
in Chapter 3 and 4).
The slab ocean configuration are executed with a resolution of 2◦ x2◦ (∼200km2 )
coupled to CAM4/5. The heat stress metrics were calculated within CLM4, at the
2m heights with a time step of 30 min. The equilibrium simulations were output at 6
hourly averages to capture the diurnal cycle. 20 equilibrium model years were used to
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calculate climatologies. I extracted heat stress monthly maximums and minimums,
and the 95th and 99th percentiles.

ERA Interim
ERA Interim reanalysis output from 1979-2011 data product was analyzed. The
heat stress metrics were calculated from 4x daily Surface Pressure, 2m Temperature,
and 2m Relative Humidity fields to capture the diurnal cycle. ERA resolution is
0.5◦ x0.5◦ (∼50km2 ). The analysis uses 2002-2011 for comparisons with CESM simulations. The 95th and 99th percentiles equivalent to the 5% and 1% hottest 6 hour
heat stress events of each individual year. All plots with ERA Interim are labeled
‘ERA Interim.

1.2.4

Limitations of Indices

The indices mentioned above have a variety of limitations. The simple indexes
that do not use radiation and winds are missing components that aid in heat transfer by removing heat through enhanced/damped evaporation or adding/subtracting
heat through radiation. Metrics, like W BGT , are an improvement because they
do explicitly account for radiation and latent and sensible heat fluxes, but do not
measure thermal strain on humans. New indices proposed to account for thermal
loading, e.g. Heat Stress Index [98] and Physiology Strain Index [99], however, the
indices, like W BGT , are modified to account for these limitations, and are adopted
by the International Organization for Standardization, ISO [39]. Although W BGT
is a ISO standard, the calculations of the individual components within W BGT are
not standardized, likewise for other metrics, and can be inaccurate [100].
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1.3

Results of Heat Stress Metrics
Here I present results of Tw , SW M P 65, and HI to characterize heat stress within

different global circulation models. I compare these heat stress metrics with θE , which
is a commonly used diagnostic for atmospheric convective dynamics. These results
are an overview of basic behaviors of heat stress metrics. For more detailed analysis
of the 20th Century, see Chapter 2. For scaling analysis of a battery of metrics within
the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5), see Chapter 3. For behavior
of a complicated metric including radiation, the Environmental Stress Index ESI,
see Chapter 4.
I use monthly values of meridional averaged θE to characterize the vertical thermodynamic structure of CAM4 at different CO2 values, 367 ppm, 560 ppm, and
1120 ppm (Figure 1.3). Each simulation uses year 2000 boundary conditions. θE is
normalized to the lowest model level closest to the surface.
0

zatm = zatm + z0 + d

(1.7)
0

Where zatm is the reference height for T , Q, and winds (W ). zatm is the atmospheric reference, z0 is roughness length, and d is displacement height [101]. Modern
θE is well mixed (values equal to 1) from the surface to ∼100 mb in the tropics (Figure 1.3a). There is a zone where values are <1 at ∼700 mb near the equator. At
560 ppm, the equatorial mixed zone extends approximately to the same height as the
modern control (Figure 1.3b). The 1120 ppm simulation has equatorial mixed zone
shrinks down to 150 mb (Figure 1.3c) as compared to the modern control. All three
simulations show nearly the same vertical structure. At maximum monthly θE , the
atmospheric structure is different than the mean state (Figure 1.4). The cold zone
in the Modern simulation is split at 15◦ N and 15◦ S. The well mixed zone extends to
∼100 mb. As the simulation warms, the well mixed zone becomes closer to the equator (Figure 1.4b,c). The monthly minimum θE well mixed zone is strictly limited to

Monthly Average θE Normalized to Surface23
Modern CAM 4 367ppm CO2

Modern CAM 4 560ppm CO2

a)

b)
Modern CAM 4 1120ppm CO2

c)
°C/°C
0.95 1.05

1.15

1.25

1.35

Figure 1.3. CAM 4 monthly averaged θE normalized to lowest model
level. a) 367 ppm CO2 , b) 560 ppm CO2 , c) 1120 ppm CO2 .

the equator (Figure 1.5). Like the average and maximum conditions, the equatorial
mixed zone decreases with height as climate warms.
The following is the sensitivity of heat stress to different CO2 concentrations and
land surface boundary conditions. Tw (Figure 1.6), SW M P 65 (Figure 1.7), and HI
(Figure 1.8) are implemented within the land surface model (CLM 4) at 2 m. The
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Average Maximum Monthly θE Normalized to Surface
Modern CAM 4 367ppm CO2

Modern CAM 4 560ppm CO2

a)

b)
Modern CAM 4 1120ppm CO2

c)
°C/°C
0.95

1.05 1.15

1.25

1.35

Figure 1.4. CAM 4 maximum monthly averaged θE normalized to
lowest model level. a) 367 ppm CO2 , b) 560 ppm CO2 , c) 1120 ppm
CO2 .
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Average Minimum Monthly θE Normalized to Surface
Modern CAM 4 367ppm CO2

Modern CAM 4 560ppm CO2

a)

b)
Modern CAM 4 1120ppm CO2

c)
°C/°C
0.95

1.05

1.15

1.25

1.35

Figure 1.5. CAM 4 minimum monthly averaged θE normalized to
lowest model level. a) 367 ppm CO2 , b) 560 ppm CO2 , c) 1120 ppm
CO2 .
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simulations were executed at 1◦ x1◦ . I extract the maximum monthly averages for
comparison. Qualitatively, Miocene and Modern at 1120 CO2 have similar Tw maximum values of >27◦ C (Figure 1.6b,d). The Eocene conditions have continent wide
29◦ C maximum monthly values in Africa, South America, and the Indian subcontinent (Figure 1.6a). The modern maximum Tw is 27◦ C in the Indian subcontinent and
Arabian Peninsula (Figure 1.6c).
SW M P 65 shows geographically where low efficiency evaporative cooling mechanisms become ineffective. To give context for paleoclimate and modern simulations,
low efficiency evaporative mechanisms relate to animal‘s capacity to use evaporative
cooling. While modern humans have efficient evaporative cooling through sweat,
most animals cannot cool themselves as efficiently. The Eocene conditions show that
inefficient evaporative cooling mechanisms cannot cool below 30◦ C in South America
and Africa (Figure 1.7a). Like Tw , the locations and values of maximum SW M P 65
are similar between Miocene and Modern 1120 CO2 simulations at >30◦ C (Figure
1.7b,d). Modern 367 ppm simulation SW M P 65 has similar locations of maximums
as Tw (Figure 1.7c). HI extends beyond the calibrated maximum (HI ∼50◦ ) in
the Eocene simulation, as well as in the Miocene and Modern 1120 CO2 simulations
(Figure 1.8a,b,d). However, in all the sensitivity studies, there are locations in high
latitudes where no high heat stress conditions exist.
The next section is a sensitivity to model versions. CAM5 has a substantially
different cloud microphysics scheme from CAM4 which allows for scouring of cloud
condensation nuclei [102]. These changes in cloud properties change the amount of
solar radiation reaching the land surface, which results that CAM5 has an enhanced
climate sensitivity to radiative forcings. I compare CAM5 and CAM4 using 1◦ x1◦
resolution simulations at year 2000 boundary conditions (367 ppm CO2 ) and 1120
ppm CO2 . Tw between the control cases for CAM5 and CAM4 are similar (Figure
1.9a,c). However, the responses in changes to microphysics change the warming that
occurs at 1120 ppm CO2 (Figure 1.9b,d). The result is that CAM5 has a substantially warmer response to greenhouse gases as compared to CAM4. Like the con-
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Average Maximum Month Tw
Eocene 2240ppm CO2

Miocene 400ppm CO2
°C
30
26

a)

b)

22

Modern 367ppm CO2

18

Modern 1120ppm CO2

14

c)

d)

Figure 1.6. CAM 4 maximum monthly averaged Tw maps. a) Eocene,
b) Miocene, c) Modern at 367 ppm CO2 , d) Modern at 1120 ppm CO2 .
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Average Maximum Month Swamp Cooler Eff. 65%
Eocene 2240ppm CO2

Miocene 400ppm CO2
°C
30
26

a)

b)

22

Modern 367ppm CO2

18

Modern 1120ppm CO2

14

c)

d)

Figure 1.7. CAM 4 maximum monthly averaged SW M P 65 maps.
a) Eocene, b) Miocene, c) Modern at 367 ppm CO2 , d) Modern at
1120 ppm CO2 .
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Average Maximum Month Heat Index
Eocene 2240ppm CO2

Miocene 400ppm CO2

Extreme
Danger

°C
47

a)

Danger

Modern 367ppm CO2

Extreme
Caution

Caution

41

b)

35
29

Modern 1120ppm CO2

23

c)

d)

Figure 1.8. CAM 4 maximum monthly averaged HI maps. a) Eocene,
b) Miocene, c) Modern at 367 ppm CO2 , d) Modern at 1120 ppm CO2 .

Average Maximum Month Tw
CAM5 367ppm CO2

30

CAM5 1120ppm CO2
°C
30
26

a)

b)

22

CAM4 367ppm CO2

18

CAM4 1120ppm CO2

14

c)

d)

Figure 1.9. CAM 5 (top) and CAM 4 (bottom) maximum monthly
averaged Tw maps. a) CAM 5 367 ppm CO2 , b) CAM 5 1120 ppm
CO2 , c) CAM 4 367 ppm CO2 , d) CAM 4 1120 ppm CO2 .

trol simulations for Tw , SW M P 65 local maximums are in similar locations between
CAM5 and CAM4 (Figure 1.10a,c). However, for the same greenhouse gas forcing,
CAM5 shows that there would be widespread discontinued use of inefficient evaporative cooling mechanisms in the hottest months (Figure 1.10b,d). HI maximums in
the control simulations for CAM5 and CAM4 are similar (Figure 1.11a,c). Like the
other variables, maximum heat stress in the high CO2 CAM5 simulation are hotter
than CAM4 (Figure 1.11b,d). The HI values exceed metric calibration in Africa,
India, and Northern Australia (Figure 1.11b).
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Average Maximum Month Swamp Cooler Eff. 65%
CAM5 367ppm CO2

CAM5 1120ppm CO2
°C
30
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a)

b)
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CAM4 367ppm CO2
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CAM4 1120ppm CO2
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c)

d)

Figure 1.10. CAM 5 (top) and CAM 4 (bottom) maximum monthly
averaged SW M P 65 maps. a) CAM 5 367 ppm CO2 , b) CAM 5 1120
ppm CO2 , c) CAM 4 367 ppm CO2 , d) CAM 4 1120 ppm CO2 .
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Average Maximum Month Heat Index
CAM5 367ppm CO2

CAM5 1120ppm CO2
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d)

Figure 1.11. CAM 5 (top) and CAM 4 (bottom) maximum monthly
averaged HI maps. a) CAM 5 367 ppm CO2 , b) CAM 5 1120 ppm
CO2 , c) CAM 4 367 ppm CO2 , d) CAM 4 1120 ppm CO2 .
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How do heat stress metrics behave when analyzing extremes at the tail of the
climatological distribution? How do heat stress values in CAM4 compare to European
Reanalysis Interim [103]? Reanalysis is a GCM product that is driven by observations.
Since we have imperfect observations, one of the objectives of reanalysis is to produce
physically based estimates of the state of the atmosphere for areas where we have no
observations. Reanalysis is an effective proxy for observations.
I show averaged 95th percentile Tw (Figure 1.12). The CAM4 simulation was set
up with the year 2000 boundary conditions and 367 ppm CO2 . The spatial patterns
between ERA Interim and CESM Modern cases are similar. The magnitude on the
CESM Modern case is expected to be slightly warmer than ERA Interim due to being
an equilibrium simulation, accounting for all feed backs within the climate system.
Additionally, there are biases between cAM4 and ERA Interim. The ERA Interim
data product is not in equilibrium, due to changing atmospheric CO2 concentrations
for the past 33 years of the dataset. CESM 560 shows an increase in wet bulb
temperatures for the top 5% of events as compared to CESM Modern. Zones of heat
stress experienced in regions of high convective activity (Inter Tropical Convergence
Zone, ITCZ) that are in CESM Modern, are experienced as far north as Beijing,
China, Central United States, most of South East Asia, and the northern extent of
Australia in CESM 560. CESM 1120 experiences even higher wet bulb temperatures.
In CESM 1120, the South Eastern and East Coast of the United States, Beijing in
China, and the southern extent of Australia all experience wet bulb temperatures
that are today limited to the hottest monsoon regions of the Arabian Peninsula and
Northwestern India in CESM Modern. Large portions of lower latitudes in CESM
1120 experience high wet bulb temperatures that only exist on the tip of the Arabian
Peninsula of CESM Modern 99th Percentile (Figure 1.13).
Averaged 99th percentile Tw spatial patterns between ERA Interim and CESM
Modern cases are similar (Figure 1.13). CESM Modern is warmer due the same
reasons as described for the 95% percentile. CESM 560 experiences high Tw in most
of Europe that normally experienced along the equatorial regions in CESM Modern.
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Figure 1.12. Averaged 95th Percentile of Wet Bulb Temperatures.
The ERA Interim reanalysis product is the years 2002-2011 calculated
using 4x daily output. The CESM simulations are 20 year climatologies. The Wet Bulb temperatures were calculated at every model time
step, and averaged as 4x daily output. CESM Modern is year 2000
boundary conditions. CESM 560 is 560 ppm CO2 . CESM 1120 is
1120 ppm CO2 .
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Figure 1.13. Averaged 99th Percentile of Wet Bulb Temperatures.
The ERA Interim reanalysis product is the years 2002-2011 calculated
from 4x daily output. The CESM simulations are 20 year climatologies. The Wet Bulb temperatures were calculated at every model time
step, and averaged as 4x daily output. CESM Modern is year 2000
boundary conditions. CESM 560 is 560 ppm CO2 . CESM 1120 is
1120 ppm CO2 .
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Additionally, the south east coast of Australia in CESM 560 experiences wet bulb
temperatures that are associated with monsoon seasons in India of CESM Modern.
CESM 1120 has Siberia, Russia wet bulb temperatures that are experienced along
the equatorial regions of CESM Modern. Furthermore, almost all of the east coast
of China and continental Australia, as well as Central Africa and southern India, all
experience wet bulb temperatures that are the hottest temperatures experienced on
the Arabian Peninsula in CESM Modern.
The averaged 95th percentile HI for ERA Interim and CESM Modern show similar
spatial patterns (Figure 1.14). Again, CESM Modern is warmer due to the simulation
being in equilibrium. The Central United States, east coast of China, and South East
Asia in CESM 560 all experience Heat Index values that are comparable to central
India in CESM Modern. Northern Australia (CESM 560) experiences HI values
that are comparable to the highest values in CESM Modern India. CESM 1120
shows substantial areas of the world experiencing Heat Index values that are near or
past the calibrated maximum of HI (yellows). >35◦ C represent dangerous working
environments.
HI for ERA Interim and CESM Modern show similar patterns for the averaged
99th Percentile (figure 1.15). Magnitude of CESM Modern is warmer, as explained
in 95th Percentile description. CESM 560 simulations have CESM Modern equatorial
HI values as far north as Northern Canada and parts of Siberia, Russia, as well as
southern Australia. CESM 1120 HI values are either at the maximum or outside
calibration for nearly everywhere where large populations of humans live today.
Analyzing heat stress at city locations shows what typical heat stress conditions
(Figure 1.16). Figure 1.16 shows which cities I use in Figure 1.17, and the 95th percentile Tw . The output is generated from ERA Interim years 2002-2011. Cities near
the limit of convection have the highest wet bulb temperatures. Displayed are the
RH and T used to calculate Tw and HI to analyze city heat stress conditions (Figure
1.17). An unknown in heat stress is whether heat waves are due to moisture or high
temperature conditions. RH are inversely proportional to T (figure 1.17A,B,C,D).
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Figure 1.14. Averaged 95th Percentile of Heat Index. The ERA Interim reanalysis product is the years 2002-2011 calculated from 4x
daily output. The CESM simulations are 20 year climatologies. The
Heat Index values were calculated at every model time step, and averaged as 4x daily output. CESM Modern is year 2000 boundary
conditions. CESM 560 is 560 ppm CO2 . CESM 1120 is 1120 ppm
CO2 .
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Figure 1.15. Averaged 99th Percentile of HI. The ERA Interim
reanalysis product is the years 2002-2011 calculated from 4x daily
output. The CESM simulations are 20 year climatologies. The HI
values were calculated at every model time step, and averaged as
4x daily output. CESM Modern is year 2000 boundary conditions.
CESM 560 is 560 ppm CO2 . CESM 1120 is 1120 ppm CO2 .
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ºC
Wet Bulb Temperature 95th Percentile

Figure 1.16. City locality heat stress spread of 95th percentile Tw .
The lower and upper box bounds are 50% of the values. The middle
line is the median value. The upper and lower whiskers maximum
and minimum values. The locations are cities around the globe. This
description applies to all box and whisker plots (Figure 1.17). The
data shown are from the ERA Interim reanalysis product, and is the
years 2002-2011 calculated from 4x daily output.
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When comparing Tw and HI values, Tw will maximizes out at their maximum value
with respect to convection, while HI values can continue to rise, representing a measure of heat loading as opposed to a thermodynamic state quantities (figure 1.17E,D).
For a quantitative analysis see Chapter 2 for conditional distributions of T vs Q.

1.4

Conclusions
Figure 1.12, and figure 1.13 have reproduce work that has been previously pub-

lished. Furthermore, this project shows that heat stress will reach unprecedented and
hazardous levels in future climate (figure 1.14 and figure 1.15). This work fills in a
gap in research that will continue to push the field of Earth systems science forward
by coupling physiology, heat stress, and Earth systems models together (figure 1.18).
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Figure 1.17. Joint distribution box plots. Plots are read as Joint(YAxis k X-Axis), for example if B given A, then Joint(B k A). Construction of box plots are as described in figure 1.16. The data shown
are from the ERA Interim reanalysis product, and is the years 20022011 calculated from 4x daily output. A) RH used to calculate Tw .
B) T used to calculate Tw . C) RH used to calculate HI. D) T used
to calculate HI. E) HI values corresponding to 95th Percentile Tw .
F) Tw corresponding to 95th Percentile HI values.
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Figure 1.18. Conceptual venn diagram of completed research. The
three categories of research are Human/Animal Physiology (red circle), Heat Stress (purple circle), and Earth System Models (blue circle). Where the circles cross represent studies that have incorporated
multiple fields. The study names show their relationships between all
three categories and where my research fills in the gaps.
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2. IMPLEMENTATION AND COMPARISON OF A SUITE OF HEAT STRESS
METRICS WITHIN THE COMMUNITY LAND MODEL VERSION 4.5
Article Reprint
Buzan, J. R. and Oleson, K. and Huber, M. Implementation and comparison
of a suite of heat stress metrics within the Community Land Model version 4.5.
Geoscientific Model Development, 8(2):151–170,2015.

Abstract
We implement and analyse 13 different metrics (4 moist thermodynamic quantities and 9 heat stress metrics) in the Community Land Model (CLM4.5), the land
surface component of the Community Earth System Model (CESM). We call these
routines the HumanIndexMod. We limit the algorithms of the HumanIndexMod to
meteorological inputs of temperature, moisture, and pressure for their calculation.
All metrics assume no direct sunlight exposure. The goal of this project is to implement a common framework for calculating operationally used heat stress metrics, in
climate models, offline output, and locally sourced weather datasets, with the intent
that the HumanIndexMod may be used with the broadest of applications. The thermodynamic quantities use the latest accurate and efficient algorithms available, which
in turn are used as inputs to the heat stress metrics. There are three advantages of
adding these metrics to CLM4.5 1) improved moist thermodynamic quantities, 2)
quantifying heat stress in every available environment within CLM4.5, and 3) these
metrics may be used with human, animal, and industrial applications.
We demonstrate the capabilities of the HumanIndexMod in a default configuration simulation using CLM4.5. We output 4x daily temporal resolution globally. We
show that the advantage of implementing these routines into CLM4.5 is capturing
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the nonlinearity of the covariation of temperature and moisture conditions. For example, we show that there are systematic biases of up to 1.5◦ C between monthly and
±0.5◦ C between 4x daily offline calculations and the online instantaneous calculation,
respectively. Additionally, we show that the differences between an inaccurate wet
bulb calculation and the improved wet bulb calculation are ±1.5◦ C. These differences
are important due to human responses to heat stress being non-linear. Furthermore,
we show heat stress has unique regional characteristics. Some metrics have a strong
dependency on regionally extreme moisture, while others have a strong dependency
on regionally extreme temperature.

2.1

Introduction
Heat related conditions are the number one cause of death from natural disaster

in the United States; more than tornadoes, flooding, and hurricanes combined [104].
Short-term duration (hours) of exposure to heat while working may increase the
incidence of heat exhaustion and heat stroke [105]. However, long-term exposure
(heat waves or seasonally high heat), even without working, may drastically increase
morbidity and mortality [43]. Although there is high uncertainty in the number of
deaths, the 2003 European heat wave killed 40,000 people during a couple weeks in
August [106], and tens of thousands more altogether for the entire summer [107]. The
2010 Russian heat wave, the worst recorded heat wave, killed 55,000 people over the
midsummer [108].
A growing literature is concerned with the frequency and duration of heat waves
( [109] and references therein). One study concluded that intensification of 500-hPa
height anomalies will produce more severe heat waves over Europe and North America
in the future [110]. Another study shows that even with including the global warming
hiatus, there is an increasing occurrence of extreme temperatures [111]. Multiple
studies associate lack of precipitation and/or low soil moisture to contributing to
high temperatures [112–114].
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Regarding humans, however, temperature differences are not the primary method
for heat dissipation. Evaporation of sweat is crucial to maintaining homeostasis, and
none of the before mentioned studies incorporate atmospheric moisture to measure
heat stress. Many diagnostic and prognostic methods were developed to diagnose heat
stress (over a 100 year history, Table 1), such as the Wet Bulb Globe Temperature
(W BGT ), the Discomfort Index (DI), or Heat Index (HI), and policy makers have
decided to incorporate these indices in weather warning systems [20, 31, 35, 39, 115].
Table 2.1. : Heat stress diagnostics and prognostic models.
Metric

Type

Ref.

Wet bulb temperature

Temperature

[116]

Effective temperature

Index

[117]

Equivalent temperature

Temperature

[118]

Heat Stress Index

Index

[98]

Wet Bulb Globe Temperature

Index

[21]

Discomfort Index

Index

[119]

Temperature Humidity Index

Index

[120]

Temp. regulation in man

Prognostic

[121]

Physiological mathematical model

Prognostic

[122]

Solar heat in man

Temperature

[116]

Mathematical model temperature in man

Prognostic

[54]

New Effective Temperature

Index

[123]

Humidex

Index

[32]

Sultriness Index

Index

[19]

Mathematical model thermal regulation

Prognostic

[124]

Apparent Temperature

Index

[125]

Heat Index

Index

[20]

continued on next page
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Table 2.1. : continued
Metric

Type

Ref.

Computer-based thermal response

Prognostic

[126]

SCENARIO

Prognostic

[47]

Computer model human thermo-regulation

Prognostic

[48, 49]

PET

Index

[127]

Environmental Stress Index

Index

[128]

SCENARIO Monte Carlo

Prognostic

[53]

Generalized transient thermal model

Prognostic

[46]

ISO 7243 WBGT

Index

[39]

IDCA

Prognostic

[7]

Physiological Equivalent Temperature

Index

[37]

UTCI

Index

[129]

UTCI-Fiala model

Index-Prognostic

[35]

Index of Equivalent Temperature

Index

[105]

There are a limited number of studies validating, exploring, or using heat stress
metrics on a global scale [5, 23–25, 44, 45, 130–133]. Algorithms for measuring heat
stress and labor capacity are based upon sub-daily rates of exposure to heat stress [39].
Most of these studies do not capture the diurnal cycle of heat stress [24,25,44,45,130–
132], thus not representing both nighttime highs, and daytime extremes. Only one
study includes solar radiation as a component in heat stress [132]. Different metrics
are used between each study, and only one study attempts to compare more than two
metrics [133].
Various forms of moist thermodynamic calculations [29, 134, 135] and heat stress
metrics are criticized for their inaccuracies [26, 29, 100]. Buck [134] moist thermodynamic calculations are not as accurate as Bolton [92], yet are used in a recent
study [132]. Wet bulb temperature calculations are different between multiple stud-
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ies [5,25,45,132,133]. Hyatt et al. [25] and Kjellstrom et al. [132] use natural wet bulb
temperature–a calculation, that due to non-linear components of its equation, may
have multiple steady state solutions [100]. Oleson et al. [133] uses a recent formulation
of wet bulb temperature that is limited in effective range of input temperatures [135]
(we go into further detail on this equation in section 2). Sherwood and Huber [5] and
Dunne et al. [45] both use Davies-Jones [29] as their source paper for their calculation
of wet bulb temperature. However, Sherwood and Hubers [5] wet bulb temperature
calculations use Boltons [92] equivalent potential temperature Eq. (38), rather than
the more accurate Eq. (39) [29, 78, 92]. Furthermore, their calculation is only valid
for wet bulb temperatures above 10◦ C. Dunne et al. [45], on the other hand, uses
wet bulb potential temperature Eq. (3.4) in Davies-Jones [29], yet the recommended
equations for wet bulb potential temperature are Eq. (3.5-3.7, and 3.8) [29] for the
temperature ranges used in their paper. Dunne et al. [45] also uses Boltons [92] equivalent potential temperature Eq. (40), rather than the more accurate Eq. (39) [92].
Additionally, Dunne et al. [45] uses a variation of W BGT that is heavily criticized,
the indoorW BGT (Budd, 2008).
Occasionally, results using heat stress limits are misinterpreted. One study confuses wet bulb temperature thresholds with dry bulb temperature thresholds [136].
This has misleading consequences as their results do not include moisture metrics,
yet the author cites Sherwood and Huber (2010)s wet bulb threshold (35◦ C) as the
threshold value for their temperature analysis. The wet bulb temperature at 35◦ C is
a theoretical limit where humans would die from heat stress after 6 hours of exposure. Benestad [136]s misapplication implies that most humans should die every year,
because a great portion of the world reaches temperatures of 35◦ C for more than a 6
hour period.
Our goal here is to improve the situation by creating a module that calculates a
large suite of metrics, using the most accurate and efficient algorithms available, that
may be used with as many applications as possible: climate models, offline archive
data, model validation studies, and weather station datasets. We call this module the
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HumanIndexMod. The module calculates 4 moist thermodynamic quantities and 9
heat stress metrics. These heat stress metrics are in operational use worldwide, and
cover a wide range of assumptions.
As an example of numerous applications, we implement the HumanIndexMod into
the Community Land Model (CLM4.5), a component model of the Community Earth
System Model (CESM), maintained by the National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) [137]. The metrics are directly calculated at the sub-grid scale, capturing
heat stress in every environment: urban, lakes, vegetation, and bare ground. We
show examples of the advantages of calculating these metrics at the model time step
as compared to lower temporal resolution, and the importance of using accurate moist
thermodynamic calculations. We also show that having all metrics calculated at the
same time allows for comparison of metrics between each other, and allows for unique
analysis of conditional distributions of the inputs. Finally, we show that the metrics
may also be used as model diagnostics.
The outline of the paper is as follows: section 2 (Heat stress modeling) focuses
on the development, calculation, and use of these 13 metrics. Section 3 (Methods)
describes the implementation and model setup. Section 4 (Results) presents the
results of a model simulation using these metrics. Section 5 (Discussion) discusses
the implications of the research, and section 6 (Summary) presents the conclusions
of the paper.

2.2

Heat stress modeling

2.2.1

Background

The primary focus of this paper is on atmospheric variable based heat stress
metrics that we introduce into the HumanIndexMod. The models for determining
heat stress for humans vary greatly; ranging from simple indices to complex prognostic
physiology modelling (Table 1). Prognostic thermal models are beyond the scope of
this paper, as they require more than atmospheric inputs. Additionally, metrics that
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include radiation and wind (with one exception, Apparent Temperature) are also
beyond the scope of this paper. Each index that we chose uses a combination of
atmospheric variables: temperature (T ), humidity (Q), and pressure (P ). We chose
these metrics because they are in operational use globally by industry, governments,
and weather services. Furthermore, these metrics may be applied to the broadest
range of uses: climate and weather forecasting models, archive datasets, and local
weather stations.
Sections 2.2-2.4 describe the metrics that we have chosen to implement in the
HumanIndexMod (see variables defined in Table 2). Most of the metrics have units
of temperature, which may be misleading. The metrics have temperature scales for
comparative purposes only, as the metrics are an index, not a true thermodynamic
quantity. We break these metrics into three categories, based upon design philosophies: comfort, physiological response, and empirical fit. Comfort based algorithms
are a quantification of behavioural or feels like reactions to heat in both animals and
humans. Physiological indices quantify the physical response mechanisms within a
human or animal, such as changes in heart rate or core temperatures. The empirical
indices quantify relationships between weather conditions and a non-physical or comfort related attribute. For example, an empirical algorithms result may determine
how much work may be completed per hour per weather condition.

2.2.2

Comfort algorithms

We use Apparent Temperature, Heat Index, Humidex, and Temperature Humidity
Index for Comfort to account for comfort level. These metrics were either tailored
to the global locations where they were developed, or streamlined for ease of use
from physiology models. The underlying philosophical approach to deriving comfort
metrics is representing behavioral reactions to levels of comfort [19, 32]. The goal of
these equations of comfort is to match the levels of discomfort to appropriate warnings
for laborers [123] and livestock [138]. Discomfort in humans sets in much earlier than
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physiological responses, i.e. the human body provides an early warning to the mind
that continuing the activity may lead to disastrous consequences. For example, when
heat exhaustion sets in, the body is sweating profusely, and often there are symptoms
of dizziness. However, the actual core temperature for heat exhaustion is defined
at 38.5◦ C, which is considerably lower than heat stroke (42◦ C). We describe the 4
comfort based algorithms below.
Apparent Temperature (AT ) was developed using a combination of wind, radiation, and heat transfer to measure thermal comfort and thermal responses in humans [139]. (AT ) is used by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology, and was developed
for climates in Australia [140]. The metric is an approximation of a prognostic thermal
model of human comfort [19, 50, 125].

AT = TC +
eRH

3.3eRH
− 0.7u10m − 4
1000


RH
=
esP a
100

(2.1)
(2.2)

where the vapor pressure eRH is in Pascals and is calculated from the relative
humidity ((RH) in %), and saturated vapor pressure (esP a , also in Pascals). We
use this notation because es (Table 2) is in millibars. These variable names are the
explicit names of the variables in the HumanIndexMod. AT uses the wind velocity
(m/s) measured at the 10m height (u10m). Air temperature TC and AT are in units
of degrees Celsius. AT is the only metric in the HumanIndexMod that includes an
explicit calculation for wind velocity; the other metrics assume a reference wind. We
included this metric due to a previously used legacy version within CLM4.5 [133].
An assumption made by AT is that the subject is outside, but not exposed to direct
sunlight. AT has no explicit thresholds; rather, the index shows an amplification of
temperatures. Previous work, however, has used temperature percentiles to describe
AT [133].
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Table 2.2. : Moist temperature variables and heat stress
metrics.
Metric

Variable

Equation no.

Temperature (Kelvin)

T

n/a

Temperature (Celsius)

TC

n/a

Temperature (Fahrenheit)

TF

n/a

Pressure

P

n/a

Relative humidity

RH

n/a

Specific humidity

Q

n/a

10 m winds

µ10m

n/a

Vapor pressure (mb)

eRH

2.2

Vapor pressure (Pa)

esP a

n/a

Saturated vapor pressure (mb)

es

2.26

Derivative saturated vapor pressure

des /dT

2.29

Log derivative saturated vapor pressure

d(ln(es ))/dT

2.28

Mixing ratio

rs

2.27

Derivative mixing ratio

drs /dT

2.30

Function of equivalent potential temperature f θe

2.31

Derivative of func. of equiv. pot. temp.

f θe

0

2.33

Wet bulb temperature

Tw

2.35

Wet bulb temperature, Stull

TwS

2.8-2.9

Lifting condensation temperature

TL

2.15

Moist potential temperature

θDL

2.16

Equivalent potential temperature

θE

2.17

Equivalent temperature

TE

2.18

Heat Index

HI

2.3

Apparent Temperature

AT

2.1
continued on next page
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Table 2.2. : continued
Metric

Variable

Equation no.

HUMIDEX

HU M IDEX

2.4

Simplified WBGT

sW BGT

2.7

Discomfort Index

DI

2.10

Temperature Humidity Index for Comfort

T HIC

2.5

Temperature Humidity Index for Physiology

T HIC

2.6

Swamp cooler efficiency 65 %

SW M P 65

11

Swamp cooler efficiency 80 %

SW M P 80

11

Heat Index (HI) was developed using a similar process as AT . The United States
National Weather Service (NWS) required a heat stress early warning system, and
the index was created as a polynomial fit to Steadmans [19] comfort model [20].

HI = −42.379 + 2.04901523TF + 10.14333127RH + −0.22475541TF RH
+ − 6.83783 ∗ 10−3 TF2 + −5.481717 ∗ 10−2 RH 2 +
1.22874 ∗ 10−3 TF2 RH + 8.5282 ∗ 10−4 TF RH 2 +

(2.3)

−1.99 ∗ 10−6 TF2 RH 2
Here, air temperature (T F ) and HI are in Fahrenheit. HI has a number of
assumptions. The equation assumes a walking person in shorts and T-shirt, who is
male and weighs ∼147lbs [20]. Additionally, this subject is not in direct sunlight.
As with AT , HI represents a feels like temperature, based upon levels of discomfort.
HI uses a scale for determining heat stress: 27-32◦ C is caution, 33-39◦ C is extreme
caution, 40-51◦ C is danger, and 52◦ C is extreme danger.
Humidex (HU M IDEX) was developed for the Meteorological Service of Canada,
and describes the feels like temperature for humans [32]. The original equation used
dew point temperature, rather than specific humidity. The equation was modified to
use vapor pressure, instead:
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5  eRH
HU M IDEX = TC +
− 10
9 100

(2.4)

HU M IDEX is unitless because the authors recognized that the index is a measure
of heat load. The index has a series of thresholds: 30 is some discomfort, 46 is
dangerous, and 54 is imminent heat stroke [32]. The Temperature Humidity Index
for Comfort (T HIC) is a modification of the Temperature Humidity Index (T HI)
[120]. Comfort was quantified for livestock through T HIC [141]. We use the original
calibration, which is for pigs [120]. The index is unitless:

T HIC = 0.72Tw + 0.72TC + 40.6

(2.5)

where wet bulb temperature (Tw ) is in units of Celsius. The index is used to
describe behavioral changes in large animals due to discomfort (seeking shade, submerging in mud, etc.). The index is in active use by the livestock industry for local
heat stress and future climate considerations [138, 142]. The index describes qualitative threat levels for animals: 75 is alert, 79-83 is dangerous, and 84+ is very
dangerous. There are different approaches to the development of THIC, including
considerations of physiology of large animals.

2.2.3

Physiology algorithms

Numerous metrics are based upon direct physiological responses within humans
and animals; however, almost all of them are complicated algorithms (e.g. [36,51,128,
143–145]). Most metrics require radiation measurements, or heart rates, and/or even
sweat rates. The available metrics that are calibrated for physiological responses using
only meteorological inputs, though, are limited, such as the Temperature Humidity
Index for Physiology (T HIP ; [120]):

T HIP = 0.63Tw + 1.17TC + 32

(2.6)
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T HIP and T HIC are modifications of the Temperature Humidity Index (T HI).
Additionally, T HIC and T HIP have applications beyond heat stress. T HIP and
T HIC threshold levels are computed from both indoor and outdoor atmospheric
variables. The differences between outdoor and indoor values are used to evaluate
evaporative cooling mechanisms, e.g. swamp coolers [146, 147].

2.2.4

Empirical algorithms

The last category of metrics are derived from first principle thermo-physiology
models, or changes in worker productivity, etc., and then reduced by empirical fit.
The first metric we present is widely used modification of an industry labor standard,
the Simplified Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (sW BGT ):

sW BGT = 0.56TC +

0.393eRH
+ 3.94
100

(2.7)

sW BGT was designed for estimating heat stress in sports medicine, adopted by
the Australian Bureau of Meteorology, and is acknowledged that its accuracy of representing the original labor industry index may be questionable [140, 148, 149]. We
chose, however, to implement sW BGT due to its wide use. sW BGT is unitless, and
its threat levels are: 26.7-29.3 is green or be alert, 29.4-31.0 is yellow or caution, 31.132.1 is red or potentially dangerous, and ≥32.2 is black or dangerous conditions [150].
Discomfort Index (DI) was developed in the 1950s as a calibration for air conditioners [119]. It was adapted by the Israeli Defense Force as a decision making tool
regarding heat stress [31]. DI requires Tw and TC . The computation of Tw in the
past was computationally expensive, and the DI equations often used approximations
(e.g., [133]):

TwS


√
= TC arctan 0.151977 RH + 8.313659


+arctan (TC + RH) − arctan (RH − 1.676331)
3

+0.00391838RH 2 arctan (0.023101RH) − 4.68035

(2.8)
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where TwS is the wet bulb temperature in degrees Celsius [135]. Stulls function
has limited range of effective accuracy.
−20 < TC < 50
−2.27TC + 27.7 < RH < 99

(2.9)

We compute DI with both TwS and Tw calculated using our implementation of
Davies-Jones [29] (Eq. A22). We keep the legacy version [135] for comparative
purposes. DI is calculated from these inputs:

DI = 0.5Tw + 0.5TC

(2.10)

where the DI is unitless and the values are an indicator of threats to the populations: 21-24 is ¡50% of population in discomfort, 24-27 >50% of population in
discomfort, 27-29 most of the population in discomfort, 29-32 severe stress, and >32
is state of emergency [151].
The last index we present is a measurement of the capacity of evaporative cooling mechanisms. Often, these are referred to as swamp coolers. Large-scale swamp
coolers generally work by spraying a mist into the air, or blowing air through a wet
mesh. This mist then comes in contact with the skin, and subsequently evaporated,
thus cooling down the subject. In dry environments, they can be an effective mass
cooling mechanism. Unfortunately, swamp coolers raise the local humidity considerably, reducing the effectiveness of direct evaporation from the skin. Swamp coolers
are measured by their efficiency:

η=

TC − Tt
100%
TC − T w

(2.11)

where η (%) is the efficiency, and Tt is the target temperature for the room to be
cooled towards in Celsius [152]. Rearranging Eq. (2.11) and solving for Tt :

Tt = TC−

η
(TC − Tw )
100

(2.12)
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where Tt is now the predicted temperature based upon environmental variables.
The maximum efficiency of typical swamp coolers is 80%, and a typical value of a substandard mechanism is 65% [152]. Thus, we calculate Tt with two different efficiencies:
SW M P 80, for η at 80%, and SW M P 65 for η at 65%. With the mist-injected air
cooled to Tt , Tt is approximately equal to a new local Tw . Humid environments or
environments that are hot and have an above average RH relative to their normally
high T , severely limit the cooling potential of swamp coolers. The livestock industry
uses evaporative cooling mechanisms for cooling, and often in conjunction with T HIP
and T HIC, as mentioned previously [146, 147]. Due to their low cost, swamp coolers
are used throughout the world as a method of cooling buildings and houses. No one
has implemented SW M P 65 and SW M P 80 in global models, and we believe that
this will provide many uses to industry by its inclusion in CLM4.5. Table 2 shows
what metrics are discussed in this paper.

2.3

Methods
Our approach is to choose a subset of heat stress metrics that are in common

use operationally by governments and/or used extensively in prior climate modeling
studies (Table 3). We do this in order to provide a framework to allow comparisons
of metrics across studies, and we designate the algorithms the HumanIndexMod.
Section 3.1 describes CLM4.5. Section 3.2 discusses the implementation of the HumanIndexMod into CLM4.5. Section 3.3 describes our simulation setup that we use to
demonstrate the capabilities of the HumanIndexMod. The simulation is for showcasing the HumanIndexMod, not as an experiment for describing real climate or climate
change. Section 3.4 describes a unique application method for analyzing heat stress.

Metric
W BGT
sW BGT
W BGT, T
P ET variation
Tw
HI, HU M IDEX
indoorW BGT
–
U T CI
sW BGT
sW BGT
T

Location

Delhi

World

World cities

Global

Global

Europe

Global

Global

Southern Brazil

Global

Global

Global

Modern

Modern and Future

Modern and Future

Modern

Modern

Modern and Future

Future

Modern and Future

Future

Modern and Future

Future

Modern

Time

analyze heat stress quantitatively (Assessment).

[63]

[24]

[23]

[155]

[40]

[25]

[131]

[5]

[37]

[154]

[43]

[153]

Ref.

continued on next page

Various data sets

HadCRUH/ISD-NCDC

CLM4

Direct measurement

Assessment

NOAA

ENSEMBLES

CCSM3/ERA Interim

ECHAM4

NOAA/various models

HadCM3

NOAA

Model

2005 to 2100 are labeled future. Some studies do not

range from 1900 until 2010 are labeled modern and from

using data sets, reanalysis, and/or model output that

Table 2.3. : List of previous heat stress studies. Studies
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Metric
W BGT, T
–
–
W BGT, HI, HU M IDEX
W BGT
T
indoorW BGT
sW BGT, DI, HI, HU M IDEX, AT

Location

Western India

California farms

Thailand

Nepal

Southeast Asia

Quebec

Global

United States

Modern and Future

Modern and Future

Future

Modern and Future

Modern

Modern

Modern

Modern

Time

Table 2.3. : continued

CLM4/CLMU/WRF

ESM2M/NCEP-NCAR

Assessment

GSOD/CRU/BCM2

Direct measurement

Assessment

Assessment

Direct measurement

Model

[133]

[45]

[160]

[132]

[159]

[158]

[157]

[156]

Ref.
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2.3.1

The structure of Community Land Model version 4.5

We use CLM version 4.5, which was released in June, 2013 [101]. Boundary conditions for CLM4.5 consist of land cover and atmospheric weather conditions. Each grid
cell in CLM4.5 can include vegetation, lakes, wetlands, glacier, and urban. There are
new parameterizations and models for snow cover, lakes, crops, a new biogeochemical
cycles model, and new urban classifications [101]. The urban biome, a single-layer
canyon model, is designed to represent the heat island, where temperatures are amplified by urban environments [82–86, 161]. The heat island effect can increase the
likelihood of complications from human heat stress [87].

2.3.2

HumanIndexMod design and implementation

There are two philosophical aspects to the design of the HumanIndexMod. 1)
Accurate and efficient moist thermodynamic algorithms, and 2) a modular format to
increase use through both narrowly focused applications and up to broad based studies. The module is in an open source format, and is incorporated into the CLM4.5
developer branch (the module itself is available from the corresponding authors website). The modular format encourages adapting the code to specific needs; whether
that focus is on moist thermodynamics or heat stress. The inclusion of heat stress
metrics covering comfort, physiology, and empirical philosophies encourages the use
of HumanIndexMod for many applications.
We directly implemented the code into the CLM4.5 architecture through seven
modules. Four of these modulesBareGroundFuxesMod, CanopyFluxesMod, SlakeFluxesMod, and UrbanModcall the HumanIndexMod. The HumanIndexMod is calculated for every surface type in CLM4.5. The design of CLM4.5 allows the urban
and rural components, where the rural component represents the natural vegetation
surface, to be archived separately for intercomparison. The HumanIndexMod uses the
2-meter calculations of water vapor, temperature, and pressure, as well as 10-meter
winds. Three other modules are modified with the implementation process. These
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modulesclmtype, clmtypeInitMod, and histFldsModare used for initializing memory
and outputting variable history files.
Moist thermodynamic water vapor quantities in CLM4.5 are calculated within
QSatMod. We use the outputs from QSatMod as the inputs to the HumanIndexMod. Within the HumanIndexMod, we created a subroutine, QSat 2, which has
all the same functionalities as QSatMod. This subroutine uses the August-RocheMagnus (ARM) equation (Eq. 2.26), rather than the Flatau et al. [93] polynomial
equations for vapor pressure in QSatMod. The log derivative of ARM (Eq. 2.28) is a
critical component of the calculation of Tw , and is not available in QSatMod. Additionally, QSat 2 calculates f (θE ) (Eq. 2.31) with respect to the input temperature,
and the subsequent derivatives. These are required to calculate Tw (Eq. 2.35) using
Davies-Jones [29], and cannot be accomplished using QSatMod. We show acceptable
differences between the Stull [135] version of wet bulb temperature TwS calculated
using both QSatMod and QSat 2 (Fig. 1a). The new subroutines improve CLM4.5
by calculating previously unused thermodynamic quantities. Additionally, these routines are useful moist thermodynamic routines for other datasets for researchers to
use, thus expanding the capacity of the HumanIndexMod.
We implement specific thermodynamic routines developed by Davies-Jones (2008)
to accurately calculate Tw (see Appendix A). Equation (2.17) is the most accurate
and efficient θE calculation available (Bolton, 1980; Davies-Jones, 2009). Calculating
Eq. (2.17) required implementing TL and θDL (Eq. 2.15 and 2.16, respectively) into
the HumanIndexMod. T , P , and Q from CLM4.5 are used to calculate θE and T E
(Eq. 2.18). TE , a quantity used in a previous heat stress study (Fischer and Knutti,
2012), is an input into QSat 2 for calculating the initial guess of Tw , and subsequently
followed by the accelerated Newton-Raphson method (Eq. 2.22-2.35). We found it
advantageous to split the heat stress quantities into their own subroutines, allowing
the user to choose what quantities to be calculated. The minimum requirements
to execute the entire module are T (K), P (Pa), RH (%), Q (g/kg), e (Pa), and
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u10m (m/s). Table 4 shows the subroutines, input requirements, and outputs in
HumanIndexMod.

Subroutine
Wet_Bulb
Wet_BulbS
HeatIndex
AppTemp
swbgt
hmdex
dis_coi
dis_coiS
THIndex
SwampCoolEff
KtoC
VaporPres
QSat_2

Name

Moist thermodynamics

Wet bulb temperature, Stull

Heat Index

Apparent Temperature

Simplified WBGT

Humidex

Discomfort Index

Discomfort Index w/Stull

Temperature Humidity Index

Swamp cooler efficiency

Kelvin to Celsius

Vapor pressure

Saturated vapor pressure

T, P

RH, es

T

TC , Tw

TC , Tw

TC , TwS

TC , Tw

TC , eRH

TC , eRH

TC , eRH , W ind

TC , RH

TC , RH

T, eRH , P, RH, Q

Input

0

es , des /dT, d(ln(es ))/dT, rs , drs /dT, f (θE ), f (θE )

eRH

TC

SW M P 65, SW M P 80

T HIC, T HIP

DI

DI

HU M IDEX

sW BGT

AT

HI

TwS

TE , θE , Tw

Calculates

required inputs, and variables calculated.

Table 2.4. : The HumanIndexMod: subroutine names,
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2.3.3

CLM4.5 experimental setup

CLM4.5 may be executed independently of the other models in CESM, called an
I-Compset. To do so, CLM4.5 requires atmospheric boundary conditions. We use the
default dataset for CLM4.5CRUNCEP. CRUNCEP is the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis
product [162] corrected and downscaled by the Climatic Research Unit (CRU) gridded
observations dataset from the University of East Anglia [163]. The time period is 4x
daily from 1901-2010, and is on a regular grid of ∼0.5◦ x0.5◦ . The combination of CRU
and NCEP products was to correct for biases in the reanalysis product, and improve
overall resolution [164]. To drive CLM4.5 we used surface solar radiation, surface
precipitation rate, temperature, specific humidity, zonal and meridional winds, and
surface pressure.
Our simulation has the carbon and nitrogen cycling on (biogeophysics CN). The
simulation was initialized at year 1850, on a finite volume grid of 1◦ x1◦ , using boundary conditions provided from NCAR (Sam Levis, personal communication). The
simulation spun up while cycling 3 times over CRUNCEP 1901–1920 forcings. Once
completed, our experiment used the spun up land conditions, and ran the entirety of
1901–2010.

2.3.4

Heat stress indices analysis

An open question is what drives extreme high heat stress events, which are, by
definition, rare events. For example, we cannot determine from the mean climate
state or from theory, in a warm and humid climate, if abnormally high temperature,
abnormally high moisture, or a combination of the two, caused a heat stress event.
This is a question of the covariance of perturbations of temperature and humidity, not
a statement of mean conditions, and there is no theory to explain these situations.
For example, we may apply Reynolds averaging to the NWS Heat Index equation
(Eq. 2.3):
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HI = a + bT + cRH + dT RH
+eT 2 + f RH 2 + gT 2 RH + hT RH 2 + iT 2 RH 2
i
0
0
02
02
02
0
0
02
02
02
+ dT RH + eT + f RH + gT RH + hT RH + iT RH

(2.13)

h

where a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, and i are constants in the polynomial. RH and T are
relative humidity and temperature, respectively. We are not concerned with the
terms outside the brackets, as they are the means. The terms within the bracket are
representative of turbulent effects on the Heat Index, which we are discussing. It is
these turbulent states where a GCM is able to determine these individual factors,
by calculating the heat stress metrics and thermodynamic quantities at every model
time step. Furthermore, each heat stress metric has different assumptions (such as
body size, or physical fitness, etc.) that weigh temperature and humidity differently.
A high heat stress event indicated by one metric does not necessarily transfer onto
another metric.
Thus, we outputted 4x daily averages of the heat stress metrics and the corresponding surface pressure (P ), 2-meter temperature (T ), 10-meter winds (u10m),
and 2-meter humidity (Q) fields. We computed statistics for the time series (mean,
variance, exceedance, etc.). We focus primarily on the 99th percentiles (hottest 1606
six hour intervals, ∼402 days), but also show some of the robust features with the
75th (hottest 40,150 six hour intervals, ∼10,038 days) and 95th percentiles (hottest
8030 six hour intervals, ∼2008 days).
Every 6-hour period that exceeds the percentiles was located within the time series, and we calculated the conditional distributions. For example, the 99th percentile
exceedance of HI isolated the top 1606 hottest time steps for each grid cell. After
isolating these time steps, we use this distribution as a mask to isolate all other quantities (e.g., temperature and humidity), allowing cross comparison between all metrics
and HI. The goal is to develop an analysis technique comparing all covariances of
the metrics within CLM4.5.
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After the conditional distributions are calculated, we, again, compute the statistical dispersion (mean, variance, exceedance, etc.) of the percentiles. We display this
analysis with maps in two ways. 1) We show the exceedance value of a metric, and
2) we show T-Q regime plots of that same metric. We calculate the T − −Q regimes
through expected rank values (Fig. 2). This required a series of steps. 1) We take
the conditional distribution of T and Q that represent exceedance percentile of the
source heat stress or moist thermodynamic metric. 2) We take the expected value
(median) of the conditional distributions of T and Q and determine what percentile
they come from in their respective time series. 3) We condition these values on each
other to create the expected rank values (Fig. 2).

2.4

Results
We present a snap shot of the many metrics calculated. First, we present results

of our evaluation the improved moist thermodynamic calculations and the implementation these metrics into CLM4.5 (Fig. 1). Second, we show an example of the
possible global applications for these metrics (Fig. 3-6). This approach characterizes
heat stress within CLM4.5 in response to one observation reanalysis product, the
CRUNCEP.

2.4.1

Evaluation of improved moist thermodynamic quantities

We present a series of box and whisker plots demonstrating the value added of
implementing 1) accurate and efficient moist thermodynamic quantities, and 2) online calculation of the heat stress metrics is an improvement over calculating these
metrics using monthly or 4x daily model output (Fig. 1). Figure 1a shows the difference in the Stull [135] wet bulb temperature calculated using the saturated vapor
pressure from Davies-Jones [29] (QSat 2) and Flatau et al. [93] (QSatMod). The
differences are minimal. However, our point is that the Davies-Jones [29] method
for wet bulb temperature is preferred. We show the difference between wet bulb
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Figure 2.1. Evaluation of wet bulb temperatures. The boxes represent the 90% confidence interval. The upper and lower tails represent
the 100% confidence interval. The horizontal line in each box is the
median value. (a) is the difference between TwS using QSat 2 saturated vapor pressure and QSatMod saturated vapor pressure over
the valid range for TwS . (b) is the difference between Tw [29] and
TwS [135] (both using QSat 2 saturated vapor pressure calculation)
over the valid range for TwS . (c) is the difference between using model
monthly averaged input fields and model instantaneous fields to calculate monthly Tw . (d) is the difference between using model 4 daily
averaged input fields and model instantaneous fields to calculate 4
daily Tw . For (a), (b), and (d) the inputs of T , P , and Q are derived
from model 4 daily fields from the years 20012010. For (c) the inputs
of T , P , and Q are derived from model monthly fields from the years
2001-2010.
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Figure 2.2. Expected value ranking. T and Q conditioned upon
exceedance value of a heat stress or moist thermodynamic metric.
The T and Q values are compared to their respective time series as a
percentile. These T and Q percentiles are binned and are compared
to each other. Extreme Q are greens and extreme T are magentas.
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temperatures using Stull [135] calculated with QSat 2, and Davies-Jones [29] (which
requires QSat 2) (Fig. 1b). Differences are greater than 1K between Stull [135] and
Davies-Jones [29] methods, and they are temperature dependent (Fig. 1b). Lastly,
we show the difference between calculating Davies-Jones [29] Tw using monthly and
4x daily averaged model data versus the model instantaneous calculations (Fig. 1c
and 1d, respectively). Using model-averaged data instead of the instantaneous data
systematically overestimates Tw by more than 1K for monthly and 0.5K for 4x daily
output.

2.4.2

Exceedance values and regime maps

We show exceedance and T − −Q regime maps for the 75th and 95th percentiles of
3 metrics, and 99th percentiles of 6 metrics. The maps show spatial patterns of heat
stress and characteristics. Equatorial and monsoonal regions show moderate levels
of heat stress in the 75th percentile (Fig. 3a-c). sW BGT shows values exceeding
minimum metric warning levels (e.g. China, Northern Africa), whereas HI does not
have necessarily the same warning. The 95th percentile shows that moderate levels of
heat stress have expanded into higher latitudes (Fig. 4a-c). At equatorial and monsoonal regions, heat stress labor reductions should be in effect as it is not safe to work
outside, and in some cases (West Africa, the Arabian Peninsula, and the Himalayan
Wall), no work at all. At the 99th percentile, severe heat stress is experienced in the
monsoonal regions (Fig. 5a-c). These maxima correlate with maxima in Tw (Fig. 5c).
The T − −Q regime maps show that partitioning of heat stress into T and Q
begins in regional locations at the 75th percentile (Fig. 3d-f). The partitioning occurs
in low latitudes, and is not consistent between metrics. At the 95th percentile, the
partitioning expands into higher latitudes, however, many areas (continental interiors)
remain equally dependent on T and Q (Fig. 4d-f). T w is largely driven by extreme
moisture (Fig. 4f) and in some locations (monsoonal Africa, Indian sub-continent,
and equatorial South America) very extreme moisture. HI is driven by T (Fig. 4e),
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Figure 2.3. 75th percentile exceedance value of three metrics for (a)
sW BGT , (b) HI, and (c) Tw (left). Expected rank value T − −Q
regime maps (d), (e), and (f) (right) conditioned by (a), (b) and (c),
respectively. Rank values for (d)-(f) are described in Fig. 2.
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and sW BGT is mixed between extreme Q and extreme T (Fig. 4d). All three metrics
agree with T in the Western United States and Middle East. At the 99th percentile,
HI, although dominated by T worldwide, shows sign reversals in very small locations
(Fig. 5e). Extreme Q expands for Tw , and all of the low latitudes experience moisture
dependence except for Western United States and Middle East (Fig. 5f). sW BGT has
some reversal of T to Q dominated heat stress (Western Africa). Q largely expands
worldwide. In all instances, except for HI, high latitudes are equally dependent on
Q and T for heat stress.
Our final maps show SW M P 65, SW M P 80, and θE at the 99th percentile. Maxima for θE are spatially the same as Tw (Fig. 5c and 6c). Additionally, θE partitions
towards Q, just as Tw shows (Fig. 5f and 6f). Spatial patterns between SW M P 65
and HI are similar (Fig. 5b and 6a), and their regime maps show similar partitioning
toward T globally, except for select locations of strong monsoonal locations that show
Q dependency (Fig. 5e and 6d). Lastly, SW M P 80 and sW BGT share similar spatial
patterns (Fig. 5a and 6b). As with the other paired metrics, their T − −Q regime
maps share the same characteristics (Fig. 5d and 6e). Low latitudes show strong Q
dependence, and higher latitudes switch to a T dependence.

2.5

Discussion
We designed the HumanIndexMod to calculate diagnostic heat stress and moist

thermodynamics systematically. There are many approaches to evaluating heat stress.
Monthly and seasonal temperature and moisture averages were used for general applications [45], however these averages overestimate the potential severity of heat stress
(Fig. 1c,d). Even using daily or sub-daily averages [24, 25, 44, 130–132] potentially
overestimates heat stress. This is due to the non-linear covariance of T and Q, and
averages miss these extremes. Ultimately, capturing the diurnal cycle is crucial for
quantifying heat stress extremes [133]. Heat stress related illness is exacerbated by
high heat stress nights as well as daytimes. To accurately calculate these extremes,
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Figure 2.4. 95th percentile exceedance value of three metrics for (a)
sW BGT , (b) HI, and (c) Tw (left). Expected rank value T − −Q
regime maps (d), (e), and (f) (right) conditioned by (a), (b) and (c),
respectively. Rank values for (d)-(f) are described in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2.5. 99th percentile exceedance value of three metrics for (a)
sW BGT , (b) HI, and (c) Tw (left). Expected rank value T − −Q
regime maps (d), (e), and (f) (right) conditioned by (a), (b) and (c),
respectively. Rank values for (d)-(f) are described in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2.6. 99th percentile exceedance value of three metrics for (a)
SW M P 65, (b) SW M P 80, and (c) θE (left). Expected rank value
T − −Q regime maps (d), (e), and (f) (right) conditioned by (a), (b)
and (c), respectively. Rank values for (d)-(f) are described in Fig. 2.
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one needs either high temporal resolution data, or directly computing them at each
time step within climate models. We discuss the results from the implementation
separately: moist thermodynamics and heat stress.

2.5.1

Moist thermodynamics

The spatial distributions of high heat stress are robust between CLM model versions [23, 86, 133]. Due to the conservation of energy and entropy, calculating moist
thermodynamic variables shows that climate models and reanalysis fall along constant lines of TE (Eq. 2.18), even out to the 99th percentile of daily values [44]. The
spread between models is small as compared to the spread in T, thus using heat stress
metrics in Earth system modeling may reduce the uncertainties of climate change [44].
Previous modeling studies have demonstrated that urban equatorial regions transition to a nearly permanent high heat stress environment when considering global
warming [44,133]. The convective regions are areas with the highest heat stress maximums and are often near coastal locations. Many of these metropolitan areas are in
monsoonal regions, which have strong yearly moisture variability, yet the partitioning of heat stress is towards Q, not T , in these regions (Fig. 5d-f and 6d-f). Heat
stress in both equatorial and monsoonal regions is expected to increase dramatically
when considering global warming [44, 45, 130, 133]. Accurate moist thermodynamic
calculations from the HumanIndexMod will aid future characterizations of heat stress.

2.5.2

Heat stress

We show that there are two regimes of heat stress globally in agreement between
metrics in the CRUNCEP CLM4.5 simulation, T (Western United States and Middle
East) and Q (monsoonal regions). Western United States and Middle East regions
consistently have higher temperatures and lower humidities than the monsoonal areas.
However, we show that maximum heat stress is partitioned between T and Q globally.
Characterizing arid regions versus non-arid regions may require different heat stress
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metrics, e.g. [133], specifically the comparison between Phoenix and Houston). The
HumanIndexMod provides this capability.
The assumptions/calibrations that derived the heat stress metrics in the HumanIndexMod are another avenue of research that may be explored using a global model.
For example, the original equation that sW BGT was derived from was calibrated
using US Marine Corps Marines during basic training [21], who are in top physical condition. HI was calibrated for an average American male [19, 20]. Calculating
these heat stress metrics, and the many others in the HumanIndexMod, at every time
step within climate models were previously intractable due to insufficient data storage capabilities for high temporal resolution variables. We show that SW M P 65 and
SW M P 80 diverge in their values (Fig. 6a,b and 6d,e). Yet, SW M P 80 and sW BGT
are similar in spatial patterns and regimes, while HI and SW M P 65 have similar
patterns and regimes. What links SW M P 65 and SW M P 80 together is Tw . Swamp
coolers are evaporators, and as their efficiency approaches 100%, their solutions approach Tw . Figures 5 and 6 are similar to a circuit resistor, or stomatal resistance
(Oke, 1987), which is measure of efficiency. The average person (HI) may be acting
as a stronger resistor to evaporation than one that is acclimatized (sW BGT ). The
HumanIndexMod may explore the effects of acclimatization, and its impact on efficiency of evaporative cooling through climate modeling. This type of research may
ultimately reduce the number metrics required for computing heat stress.
Exposure to high moist temperatures, ultimately, threatens humans physically,
and long-term exposure may lead to death. Extreme moist temperatures are projected
to increase in the future, and potentially may reach deadly extremes, permanently in
some regions [5]. Heat stress indices have the ability to diagnose instantaneous exposure. Diagnostic models, however, cannot measure or evaluate the potential impacts
of long-term exposure to heat stress accurately. Prognostic thermal physiological
models can be used to predict the complexities of heat stress on humans.
Prognostic thermal physiology considers wind, ambient temperature, and moisture from the environment, as well as internal processes, such as blood flow and sweat.
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There are numerous different forms of prognostic models (Table 1). Some of them are
quite complicated, using hundreds of grid cells to represent all parts of the body [48].
Less complicated models represent the human body as a single cylinder with multiple layers [47]. Neither computational method is currently coupled to Earth system
models, and this is a significant gap in determining future heat stress impacts that
the HumanIndexMod may not be able to fulfill. To make progress towards representing the effects of heat stress on the human body prognostically, we recommend, as a
first step, incorporating mean radiant temperature of humans. Radiation is a major
component of human energy balance, and implementing this also allows incorporating more accurate diagnostics, such as Wet Bulb Globe Temperature [21] and the
Universal Thermal Climate Index [36].

2.6

Summary
We present the HumanIndexMod that calculates 9 heat stress metrics and 4 moist

thermodynamical quantities. The moist thermodynamic variables use the latest accurate and efficient algorithms available. The heat stress metrics cover three developmental philosophies: comfort, physiological, and empirically based algorithms. The
code is designed, with minimal effort, to be implemented into general circulation,
land surface, and weather forecasting models. Additionally, this code may be used
with archived data formats and local weather stations.
Furthermore, we have implemented the HumanIndexMod into the latest public
release version of CLM4.5. Archival is flexible, as the user may choose to turn on
high frequency output, and the default is monthly averages. Additionally, monthly
urban and rural output of the metrics is default. We show that the module may be
used to explore new avenues of research: characterization of human heat stress, model
diagnostics, and intercomparisons of heat stress metrics. Our results show that there
are two regimes of heat stress, extreme moisture and extreme temperature, yet all of
the most extreme heat stress events are tied to maximum moisture.
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Our approach has limitations. None of the metrics in the HumanIndexMod include
the effects of solar and thermal radiation. Radiation is a non-negligible component
of heat stress. As a consequence, the heat stress metrics presented always assume
that the subject is not in direct solar exposure. Additionally, the indices represent a
diagnostic environment for heat stress. These metrics do not incorporate prognostic
components or complex physiology of the human thermal system.
Overall, the HumanIndexMod provides a systematic way for implementing an
aspect of thermo-animal physiology into an Earth system modeling framework. Incorporating the HumanIndexMod into a variety of different models would provide
a baseline for model-model comparisons of heat stress, such as the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project (CMIP) [62] and other collaborative modeling frameworks.
We encourage researchers to incorporate the HumanIndexMod within their research
environments.

Code Accessibility
We will make the HumanIndexMod available at the University of New Hampshire Data Discover Center New Hampshire Climate section. The NSF-funded New
Hampshire EPSCoR Ecosystem and Society Project manage this data archive. Additionally, we will upload the HumanIndexMod to Data.gov, a free repository for data,
metrics, and results for public use. The United States Government manages this
repository.

Appendix A: Moist Thermodynamics
Davies-Jones [29] shows multiple methods of computing T w, and we implemented
the most accurate equations, described below. We introduce terminology to describe
the Davies-Jones [29] calculation. All temperature subscripts that are capitalized are
in Kelvin, while lower case are in Celsius. κd is the Poisson constant for dry air
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(0.2854), and λ is the inverse (3.504). Many of the following equations are scaled
using non-dimensional pressure (also known as the Exner function), π:

π=

p
p0

 λ1
(2.14)

where p is the pressure (mb), and p0 is a reference pressure (1000mb). To define
T w (the wet bulb temperature), we solve for the equivalent potential temperature,
θE . Determining θE is a three-step process. First, we solve for the lifting condensation
temperature (T L):

TL =

1
1
T −55

−

ln( RH
)
100
2840

+ 55

(2.15)

where T is the parcel temperature (Kelvin). For example, we use the 2 m air
temperature in CLM4.5. RH (%) is taken at the same height as T . T L (Eq. 2.15),
from Eq. (22) Bolton [92], is the temperature at which a parcel that is lifted, following
a dry adiabatic lapse rate, begins to condense. Second, as the air rises further, the
parcel now follows a moist potential temperature, θDL :

θDL = T

p0
p−e

κd 

T
TL

0.00026r
(2.16)

where e is the parcel vapor pressure (mb) (using CLM4.5, this is the 2 m vapor
pressure), and r is the mixing ratio (g/kg) (this is converted from the 2 m height Q
to r in CLM4.5). Third, the parcel is raised to a great height where all latent heat is
transferred to the air parcel, and the water is rained out, giving the solution to θE .
There are many methods for representing this process. The analytical solution [165]
is computationally prohibitive in atmospheric and land surface models. There are
various approximations of different aspects of potential and saturated temperatures
to calculate θE [166, 167], however, many of them have large errors. These errors are
compared in Bolton [92], and Eq. (39) (Boltons formulation) is up to an order of
magnitude more accurate:
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θE = θDL exp



3.036
− 0.001788 r (1 + 0.000448r)
T +L

(2.17)

Equivalent temperature, T E, is θE scaled by π:

TE = θE π

(2.18)

The initial guess for T w is based upon regions where the second order derivative
of θE reaches a linear relationship with variations in T w and λ. Two coefficients are
derived [29]:
k1 = −38.5π 2 + 137.81π − 53.737

(2.19)

k2 = −4.392π 2 + 56.831π − 0.384

(2.20)

The initial guess of T w for coldest temperatures:

Tw = TE − C

Ars (TE , π)
ln es
1 + Ars (TE , π) ∂∂T
E

(2.21)

where C is freezing temperature, A is a constant (2675), and rs is the saturated
mixing ratio. The evaluation of errors at a various pressures necessitated that DaviesJones develop a regression line on colder regions of the initial guess:


C
TE

λ


−1
p
> D(π); D = 0.1859 + 0.6512
p0

(2.22)

where D is calculating transition points between quadratic fits to the second order
derivatives of θE . T w for all other temperature regimes is governed by:



Tw = k1(π)−1.21cold−1.45hot−(k2(π)−1.21cold)

C
TE


 λ
= 0 : 1 ≤ C
≤ D(π)
TE
cold

=1

λ



 0.58 
+   λ  hot (2.23)
C
TE

(2.24)
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= 1 : T > 355.15
E
hot

=0

(2.25)

where the combination of equations initial guesses are valid from 1050mb down to
100mb. Following the initial guess, up to two iterations using the Newton-Raphson
method are required to reach the true wet bulb temperature. Using T W , saturation
vapor pressure is solved by the August-Roche-Magnus formulation of the ClausiusClayperon equation [92, 168]:

es (TW ) = 6.112 exp

a(TW − C)
TW − C + b


(2.26)

where es is in mb, a and b are constants. The saturation mixing ratio, rs, is
dependent on es:

rs (TW ) =

es (TW )
p0 π λ − es (TW )

(2.27)

where  is a constant (∼0.622). Following Davies-Jones, we use the derivative of
ARM equation for calculating the derivative of rs:
ab
∂ ln es
=
∂TW
(TW − C + b)2
∂es
∂ ln es
= es
∂TW
∂TW


∂rs
p
∂es
=
∂TW π (p − es (TW ))2 ∂TW

(2.28)
(2.29)
(2.30)

Now, we return to θE , and substitute T W for T L:

f (TW ; π) =

C
TW

κd λ
λ 
es
1−
exp (−λG(TW ; π))
p0 π λ

(2.31)

where:

G(TW ; π) =




3036
− 1.78 rs (TW ; π) + 0.448rs2 (TW ; π)
TW

(2.32)

The derivative of the function Eq. (2.31) is required for the Newton-Raphson
method:
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1
κd
∂es
f (TW ; π) = −λ
+
+
TW
p − es (TW ) ∂TW
0



∂G
∂TW

 

where the derivative of G(T W ; π):


∂G
3036(rs (TW ) + 0.448rs2 (TW ))
=
2
∂TW π
TW




3036
∂rs
− 1.78 (1 + 2(0.448rs (TW )))
TW
∂TW π

(2.33)
π

(2.34)

and, due to the linear relationship of the second order derivative of Eq. (2.31), we
may accelerate the Newton-Raphson method using the initially calculated T W and
T E:
f (TW ; π) −
TW = Tw −



C
TE

f 0 (TW ; π)

λ
(2.35)
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3. DYNAMIC AND THERMODYNAMIC CONSTRAINTS PRODUCE ROBUST
HEAT STRESS SCALING WITH TEMPERATURE PROJECTIONS
Abstract
Heat stress is a leading source of weather-related morbidity and mortality, that
negatively impacts food production, reduces labor productivity, and it is predicted to
dramatically increase in the future. Heat stress prediction uses empirical and theoretical metrics that typically require detailed knowledge of extrema of temperature and
humidity covariance. Current theory does not extend to such joint extremes which
limits basic physical understanding of future heat stress. We frame results from the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 ensembles of future climate within the
context of basic moist thermodynamic theory. We show that aggregate responses
of normalized extreme heat stress metrics increase ∼1 to 2◦ C per degree of global
warming which has a simple interpretation: a movable upper limit deducible from
convective quasi-equilibrium. While we show it is straightforward to explain the
aggregate behavior, each normalized metric has a unique spatial fingerprint that is
robust, i.e. has a small inter-model spread and the pattern is nearly stationary across
a wide range of global temperature changes. The resulting robust and theoretically
grounded scaled metrics can provide a solid basis for pattern scaling approaches for
eventual use in integrated assessment models and other impacts assessments, and we
provide the necessary code and data for this purpose. Our results strongly support
the growing consensus that large warmings imperil health and productivity.

3.1

Introduction
Heat stress is well established as a leading cause of weather-related deaths [1,108],

and many studies project increases in future heat stress [109]. Since heat stress
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is increasingly linked to complex social impacts, such as crime, strife, and conflict
[169–171], it is straightforward to project that these could systematically increase
with future warming.
But most studies utilize temperature alone as the key indicator of heat stress. This
neglects the fact that the primary method of heat dissipation in humans is sweat evaporation [1,116] and the long established reality that human heat stress arises through
a confluence of temperature and humidity [21, 105, 116, 172]. Some global climate
change studies have included heat stress metrics incorporating temperature-humidity
covariance [5, 24, 44, 173], and this continues to be a developing field [174, 175]. Since
moist metrics involve extrema of joint distributions of temperature and humidity—for
which no general theory exists—studies are reliant on brute force predictions from
climate models. A groundwork was laid to develop a more theoretical approach by
invoking constraints emerging from thermodynamic and convective dynamical considerations for these temperature-humidity distributions [1, 5, 24, 44]. In this study,
we further develop these concepts as well as frame their strengths and limitations by
analyzing a battery of heat stress metrics within a host of global circulation models.
As a starting point, we expect that thermodynamic definitions of heat stress, such
as wet bulb temperature (Tw ), have limits imposed upon them by constraints of moist
convective neutrality [5]. In other words, boundary layer buoyancy is expected to be in
a quasi-equilibrium balance for much of the tropics, and indeed into the mid latitudes
in summer [176–178]. This limits the possible combinations of temperature (T ),
moisture (Q), and pressure (P ) that can be expected at upper percentile levels. From
this perspective, any metric that closely approximates a thermodynamic variable
will experience limits associated with this convective constraint, and will adjust in a
readily predictable way as global climate changes [177, 179].
On the other hand, there is no guarantee that other heat stress metrics–that were
developed as empirical fits to human discomfort or work capacity–will be constrained
to the same degree, or indeed at all. Do these metrics, which all weight temperature
and humidity differently, give comparable results as climate changes? There are
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hundreds of metrics to choose from, but previous work has identified 6 metrics that
are in operational use and cover a broad range of applications [1]. Heat Index (HI)
is a global metric for morbidity, mortality, and comfort measures and is a polynomial
fit of T and relative humidity (RH); HU M IDEX and Apparent Temperature (AT )
are used by Canadian and Australian weather services as a comfort metric and are
combinations of T , vapor pressure, and sometimes winds; Discomfort Index (DI),
used for Israeli military deployments, and two swamp cooler efficiencies, SW M P 65,
and SW M P 80, for industrial and agricultural cooling, are combinations of (T ) and
Tw .
Our specific goal here is to provide a grounding for heat stress metrics and their
sensitivity to global climate change in atmospheric thermodynamics and dynamical
theory. To that end, we first establish a minimal moist thermodynamic conceptual
model focused on basic theory calibrated by observations. Then we expand upon
the minimal model to include JRA55 reanalysis and the Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5) Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5, CMIP5
scenario [62, 180]. We evaluate consistency between different heat stress metrics and
between climate models; determine which metrics‘ and models‘ stability and dependence are with global temperature; and establish whether substantial overlap exists
between metrics, all within the context of modern and future climates.

3.2

Methods
4x daily values of temperature, surface pressure, moisture, and winds from lowest

atmospheric model level from JRA55 and 18 CMIP5 models (Table 3.3) interpolated
to a model resolution of 1◦ x1◦ for inter-comparison are used. Modern MMM CMIP5
and JRA55 climatologies are computed from 1986-2005. Future climatologies from
averaged from 2081-2100 and 2026-2045, but only the former are discussed because
the scaled results are similar (Table 3.4).
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We use the following notation, X is the metric and yy is the threshold percentile.
Each metric is normalized by its respective globally averaged CMIP5 member temperature change:
ΓX,yy =

∆Xyy
h∆T i

(3.1)

Where h∆T i is globally averaged temperature; ∆Xyy is the change in metric in
each grid cell. No heat stress metrics were designed to be applied to polar latitudes,
so globally averaged hΓX,yy i represents the sub-global averaged slope parameter (57◦ S
to 57◦ N), fig. 3.2 (global and tropical values, 30◦ S to 30◦ N, slope parameter spreads
are listed in Table 3.2).
We quantify the inter-model spread:
cυ,Γ,X,yy =

σΓ,X,yy
µΓ,X,yy

(3.2)

where cυ,Γ,X,yy is the coefficient of covariation at each grid cell, σΓ,X,yy is the standard deviation of the slope parameter for each metric, and µΓ,X,yy is the mean value
of the slope parameter. We use a threshold of >0.35 to highlight model disagreement
(stipple, fig. 3.3).
The theoretical limit of convection is defined as the θe,95 corresponding to top 5%
terrestrial spatial average (fig. 3.1, grey contours).

3.3

Results

3.3.1

Minimal moist thermodynamic model and observations

We seek a simple understanding for how each heat stress metric changes as a
function of global climate state, so we express changes in terms of per degree of
warming to enable different climate models and projections to be evaluated on a
comparable basis (i.e. normalized by global mean surface temperature change). In
keeping with this simple approach, we assume constant relative humidity motivated
by theoretical model results which suggest that this may be roughly true for seasonal
time scales [181], although for rare events—the focus here—this remains to be shown.
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Since most of these metrics are highly nonlinear, the constant RH assumption may
be a function of the initial reference climate state. This assumption is relaxed in the
second half of this study. Using the constant RH framework enables the identification
of emergent properties of extreme heat stress, similarities and differences between
metrics, the identification of state dependence and nonlinearity in the metrics, and
the development of null models for how these metrics change in the future.
To illustrate the consequences of moist thermodynamic physical relationships, we
start with a minimal model by considering pseudoequivalent potential temperature,
θe , at 1000 mb, compared with Tw , through a plausible range of Earth–relevant T
and RH (fig. 3.1A; see Methods). θe is the baseline for comparison because of its
established links to the moist convective quasi-equilibrium theory [176]. As expected
[29], isopleths of θe and Tw are parallel to each other.
Not all combination of T and RH are possible for a given climate state—the
range of possible values are much reduced—radiative-convective equilibrium provides
a strong constraint on moist heat stress. If we imagine that in the Earth-like climate
schematically represented in fig. 3.1A, tropopause θe is ∼87◦ C, the range of possible
near-surface values are limited by moist convective equilibrium, and exceeding this
limit implies ascent to the tropopause. Thus for a given climate state, maximum
limited (therefore maximum Tw limited) implies strong, broad constraint on combinations T and RH, which has not been explored in detail across a range of heat
stress metrics. This limitation applies to all moist metrics (fig. 3.1): some extreme
combinations of T and RH are disallowed and the form of this constraint is sensitive
to the details of heat stress metric formulation. This disallowed regime (grey in fig.
3.1A) shrinks with increasing global mean temperature, since maximum θe increases.
In order to get more from our minimal model requires specifying the initial reference state. As a starting point, because of the inherent non-linearity of heat stress,
the JRA55 95th percentile of each metric over land is calculated with their associated
T and RH. This enables the identification for a modern heatwave for each metric
with the expectation values of T and RH. Since each metric weights T and RH dif-
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Figure 3.1. Moist thermodynamic state diagram. The thin red lines
are θe isotherms. Thin blue lines are moist metric X isotherms.
∆θe /∆T (thick red lines) and ∆X/∆T (thick blue lines) are both
w.r.t. fixed RH. Convection limited θe (greys) and moist metric
X (green lines) are extracted from 95th percentile spatial maximum
CMIP5 ensemble climate states for Late 20th Century (1986-2005),
Early-Mid 21st Century (2026-2045), and Late 21st Century (20812100). Average 95th percentile T and RH are extracted from average
95th percentile X (CMIP5 green circles; JRA55 grey dot). Tw vs θe
(A); SW M P 65 vs θe (B ); DI vs θe (C ); HU M IDEX vs θe (D); AT
vs θe (E ); and HI vs θe (F ).

ferently, the expectation combination of T and RH for every metric samples different
parts of the JRA55 climatology (Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1. Globally averaged (57◦ S to 57◦ N) JRA55 95th percentile
moist thermodynamics.
Metric

ΓX,95

RH

T

(◦ C)

(X/◦ C)

(%)

(◦ C)

θe

85.0

3.5

57.9

27.4

Tw

25.3

0.9

57.9

27.4

SW M P 80

25.8

0.9

51.9

28.6

SW M P 65

26.3

0.9

48.4

29.3

DI

27.1

0.9

45.6

29.7

HU M IDEX

39.2

1.6

47.8

29.4

AT

32.3

1.4

45.7

29.6

HI

33.2

1.2

43.3

29.8
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For a given isopleth dθe /dTw is parallel to θe (not shown). But, the change w.r.t.
T , with RH constant, is strongly state-dependent and non-linear for θe and more
constant and linear for Tw . θe can change by anywhere between 1.5 and 9◦ C per
degree of warming depending on the initial reference state assumed. Tw changes by
only 0.6-0.9◦ C per degree of warming over the same range. Resulting from this, two
different families of slope responses in the broader array indices are clear. Empirical
heat stress algorithms, SW M P 65, and DI, exhibit similar behaviors as Tw , with a
near linear change in the metrics w.r.t. T (fig. 3.1B-C ). This logically follows as Tw
is a key component in the metrics construction. Comfort algorithms, HU M IDEX,
AT , and HI, exhibit non-linear slope behavior w.r.t. T , although, not to the same
extent as θe (fig. 3.1D-F ).
Here we develop our hypothesis that provides a minimal model of how each metric
responds to warming. Beginning with the fixed RH assumption, even for rare heat
waves, the slope change w.r.t. T for each metric will remain constant. The JRA55derived slopes for each metric in fig 3.1 become our null hypothesis based expectation
values (fig. 3.2 grey dots). As shown next, this minimal model provides a solid
framework for understanding and predicting results from more sophisticated CMIP5
models. CMIP5 models mostly add regional modulation to this general picture.

3.3.2

CMIP5 Multi-Model Means

In this section, we assess how close the null model predicts the aggregate behavior
of the CMIP5 model simulations. As detailed further in Methods, we calculate heat
stress 95th percentile from the late 20th , mid-21st , and end of 21st century CMIP5
climatologies and present multi-model means (MMM; fig. 3.1, green circles). The
average T and RH derived from the CMIP5 1986-2005 95th percentiles for each metric is found to be nearly identical to those predicted by the null model (fig. 3.2,
null model: grey circles; 1986-2005 CMIP5: green circles). Each heat stress metric
samples different T and RH combinations: Tw,95 at 62% and 25◦ C, as compared to
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Figure 3.2. Inter-model spread 2091-1996 global mean 95th percentile
slopes (calculated over 57◦ S to 57◦ N). The box is the lower quartile
(bottom), median (line) and upper quartile (top), representing 50%
of the CMIP5 simulations; the tails are max and min, i.e. the range.
95th percentile slopes: 1986-2005 JRA55 (grey), 1986-2005 CMIP5
(green), and 2081-2100 CMIP5 (red). All metrics are in units of per
◦
C.
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the driest metric, HI95 at 43% and 29◦ C. Furthermore, the expectation values of T
and RH in CMIP5 models are below the disallowed zone, demonstrating that all heat
stress metrics are bounded by convection limit on θe . As a further test, we isolate the
top 5% of values over the spatial domain of each metric (fig. 3.1, green lines). These
hottest values show that convective limit violations are rare, and T and RH combinations are typically even more limited than possible by convective limits. Comparing
late 20th and end of 21st century simulations reveals that the CMIP5 ensemble progressively becomes dryer with climate change for each metric (fig 3.1A-E ). However,
HI95 uniquely shows moistening during future heat waves (fig. 3.1F ).
The CMIP5 ensemble averages for modern and the future are bounded neatly by
the moist convective neutrality limit. Like JRA55, we extract the 1986-2005 mean 95th
percentile normalized metric change values and plot them in fig. 3.2 (green circles).
The CMIP5 historical period has nearly identical slopes with fixed RH, excluding
HI95 (green dots). The fixed assumption remains true for most metrics projected time
series (red dots), with exceptions for θe,95 , HU M IDEX95 , and HI95 . We hypothesize
the behaviors respond to slightly lower projected RH in future climate [181, 182].
To evaluate this hypothesis, we calculate mean global change for each metric
w.r.t mean global surface temperature changes within each CMIP5 model, i.e. the
slope hΓX,95 i (fig. 3.2 box and whiskers). The CMIP5 extreme T95 has a median
slope 1.3, and RH95 is -0.3. The full ensemble, although encompasses values seen in
JRA55 and individual time slices, exceeds the expectation value based upon basic
thermodynamics (e.g. fig. 3.1; Table 3.2; tropical values show similar results). Qualitatively, comfort algorithms (AT95 , HU M IDEX95 , and HI95 ), show similar spreads,
while Tw,95 and empirical algorithms (SW M P 6595 and DI95 ), likewise, have similar
spreads. The emerging slope values are not time dependent and are nearly stationary
(Table 3.4). Accounting for changes in the covariance of extreme and—for which
there is no established theory—the fixed RH and slightly reduced RH approximations apply to most situations, however, the emergent properties within CMIP5 limits
the practical use to only global scaling of simple models.
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Table 3.2. MMM and inter-model spread CMIP5 95th percentile slope
parameter. 75th percentile Tw1 for comparison from [5].

Metric

Median

T

95th

95th

Global

Tropics

Min

Max

Median

Min

Max

1.3

0.9

1.9

1.4

1.0

1.9

HI

1.8

1.0

2.7

2.2

1.5

3.3

HU M IDEX

1.9

1.4

2.5

2.1

1.7

2.5

AT

1.7

1.3

2.1

1.8

1.5

2.1

DI

1.1

0.8

1.4

1.2

0.9

1.4

SW M P 65

1.0

0.8

1.3

1.1

0.9

1.3

SW M P 80

1.0

0.8

1.3

1.0

0.9

1.3

Tw

0.9

0.7

1.2

1.0

0.8

1.3

θe

4.3

2.9

6.0

5.1

3.7

7.0

75th

75th

Tw

1.0

0.7

1.2

1.0

0.8

1.3

Tw1

0.8

–

–

1.0

–

–
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We evaluate the spatial variability of ΓX,95 by taking the 2091-1996 spatial patterns
and multiply them by the h∆T i of each CMIP5 simulation and comparing them to
their respective model‘s climatological differences. The pattern correlations are near
‘1’ across all CMIP5 simulations and metrics. RMSE for each metric is larger than the
standard deviation, σ, from both scaled and actual modeled results (fig. 3.4). Each
metric‘s CMIP5 coefficient of variation is below the 0.35 threshold, demonstrating
that the spread measured in this way are not larger T95 . These results are considered
as a robust response in prior studies [109].
Pattern scaling has been widely applied in temperature and precipitation analysis [109, 183, 184]. The spatial patterns of ΓX,95 deviate from overall global hΓX,95 i
(fig. 3.3). Relaxing our constant RH assumption, by including the CMIP5 derived
humidity changes, we evaluate the spatial scaling patterns for each metric. When
addressing impacts from heat stress, we focus on hot spots, as defined a value larger
than the upper quartile of each metric in fig. 3.2, to draw attention to where we relax
our hypothesis. Our ΓT,95 spatial pattern (fig. 3.3A) are consistent with previous
work [183], with hot spots >1.5. Model disagreement (stipple) is localized and is
0.8% of the land area. ΓHI,95 scaling deviates from ΓT,95 , with an equatorial Africa
hot spot >2.0 (fig. 3.3B ). ΓHI,95 have an inter-model disagreement covers 19.7% of
the land surface. ΓHU M IDEX,95 (fig. 3.3C ) has hot spots in Northern North America,
Europe and the Mediterranean, Northern China, and interior South America (>2.1).
ΓAT,95 (fig. 3.3D), like ΓHU M IDEX,95 , has hot spots in Northern North America, the
Mediterranean into Europe, and interior South America (>1.8). ΓDI,95 (fig. 3.3E ;
>1.2) and ΓSW M P 65,95 (fig. 3.3F ; >1.1) have general hot spots for the Northern
Hemisphere north of 30◦ N. This behavior diverges in ΓT w,95 , which shows a hot spot
(>1.1) from in Sahel through the Arabian Peninsula (fig. 3.3G). Γθe,95 (fig. 3.3H ),
with its non-linear slope behavior show model agreement with hot spots in the Sahel,
Amazon Basin, and Western Asia.
The disparity in their metric spatial slope parameter patterns highlights that
although the underlying moist thermodynamic theory are the same (fig. 3.1), they
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Figure 3.3. Maps and zonal means of 2091-1996 95th percentile slopes.
The coefficient of variation, cυ,Γ,X,yy , >0.35 defines the area of disagreement between CMIP5 simulations (stipple). A) ΓT,95 1.1-1.5,
increment 0.05; B ) ΓHI,95 1.2-2.0, increment 0.1; C ) ΓHU M IDEX,95
1.7-2.1, increment 0.05; D) ΓAT,95 1.5-1.9, increment 0.05; E ) ΓDI,95
0.9-1.3, increment 0.05; F ) ΓSW M P 65,95 0.8-1.2, increment 0.05; G)
ΓT w,95 0.8-1.2, increment 0.05; H ) Γθe,95 3.6-5.2, increment 0.2.
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produce different results (fig. 3.3). DI hot spots in the Middle East highlight its
usefulness as a regional metric (fig. 3.3E ). Since our hot spots (fig. 3.3F browns and
reds) are in areas that typically use evaporative cooling mechanisms, swamp coolers as
a method of cooling, especially inefficient mechanisms, SW M P 65, could potentially
become ineffective by the end of the century.

3.4

Discussion
The hot spot analysis above highlights the importance of using multiple metrics

to capture the diversity of potential impacts. Each metric is calibrated for a specific
weather or work conditions, and each are used operationally on a local or regional basis
[31, 32]. Within the myriad details produced by these different metrics, some order
can be discerned. Dynamical constraints on θe —buoyancy measures—and radiative
convective principles places some constraints on moist heat stress patterns [176–178].
For metrics that weight Tw heavily, these patterns will closely resemble the global
mean sea surface temperature changes (i.e. the majority of the surface of the planet)
as seen in theories [44, 177, 179, 185] and recent observations [186]. Below we discuss
metric by metric the implications of our results, and how they fit in to the broader
topic of global heat stress.
Tw is recognizable to meteorologists as a measurement of atmospheric buoyancy.
Because of clear limits to human heat stress, Tw also has drawn attention from biological and industrial scientists for heat prediction. Beyond the threshold Tw of
32◦ C, heavy labor is impossible [105, 172]. Above 35◦ C is the physiological upper
limit of human adaptability [5]. In that study a scaling relationship as a metric for
habitability, hΓT w,75 i, was developed for one model, CCSM3. Even with changes in
model physics, the previous result is within the confidence interval of our hΓT w,75 i
distribution (Table 3.2). Our Tw scaling relationships (fig. 3.1A and fig. 3.2) explain the nearly invariant behavior shown in recent studies using Tw [187,188]. When
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global temperatures increase by ∼7◦ C warmer than today, the threshold Tw of 35◦ C
is crossed globally.
The distribution agrees with previous results of ΓT,95 patterns (fig. 3.3A) for the
Western Sahara Desert, Southern Europe, interior Southern Africa, interior South
America, and interior Asia [184]. North America and Eastern China hot spots are
corroborated by multiple studies [183,184,189]. However, these patterns do not apply
to all situations regarding heat stress. Extreme HI moistens with climate change
(fig 3.1G), and each metric samples a different selection of extreme T − Q (Q is
specific humidity) covariance (fig 3.1). Extending the pattern scaling analysis beyond
temperature is novel to the relatively new field of global heat stress.
Previous work used HU M IDEX and AT on a global scale [190]. Our identified
hot spots for ΓHU M IDEX,95 are in similar locations (fig. 3.3C ). However, our methods show additional hot spots for the Nile delta, the Middle East, Northern Africa,
and Northeastern Russia. Likewise, our ΓAT,95 identifies an additional hot spot in
Northeastern China (fig. 3.3D). Otherwise, heat stress pattern scaling is limited to
comparing regional results from a handful of studies. In the Mediterranean, ΓHI,95
(fig. 3.3B ) show amplification around coastal regions [77]. HI correlates well with
increased morbidity rates from heat waves that disproportionately affect the unfit,
elderly, and infirm [191], and our results highlight hot spot areas that will likely be
impacted (fig. 3.3B ). However, morbidity results are for mid-to-high latitudes, and
our results show that HI is spatially variable between CMIP5 models for those same
latitudes. Yet, our scaling patterns are similar to a new metric on morbidity [174].
No prior work uses DI or SW M P 65 on a global scale (fig. 3.3E,F, respectively),
though these metrics are used operationally on localities and cities [133]. Our analysis,
for the first time shows these metrics have a broad northern hemisphere hot spot,
which implies decreasing efficiencies for industrial and agricultural cooling across the
region.
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3.5

Conclusions
Our analysis is a comprehensive expansion of heat stress metrics across an en-

semble of CMIP5 models. We have shown that the aggregate behavior of heat stress
extremes, including those highly sensitive to temperature-humidity instantaneous covariance, are well predicted from global mean surface temperature change and the
assumption of nearly constant relative humidity. This result is not obvious, because
although theory relates global temperature changes to annual mean or seasonal shifts
in temperature and humidity on land, no theory currently exists for how the rare
temperature and humidity events should shift.
95th percentile extremes at a single point scale simply with global mean surface temperature changes with nearly constant RH (allowing for a slight decrease in
RH improves the aggregate fit), and are an effective tool for projecting heat stress
changes. Although these slopes are approximately stationary, and are homogeneous
over large regions for certain metrics, hot spots remain. Thus, dynamical constraints
and assumptions on simple models cannot apply to every region. These hot spots are
different between metrics; it is too early to reduce the number of metrics considered
in impact studies, but qualitatively, metrics fall into two classes, linear change w.r.t.
T (fig. 3.1A-D) or non-linear changes (fig. 3.1E-G).
The accurate, physiologically constrained and physically robust metrics discussed
here have normalized spatial patterns that are linear and bounded, so are amenable
to inclusion in simpler models, such as IAMs [192, 193]. Using such IAM approaches,
economic losses can be predicted by using scaling techniques [192, 194]. Our scaling
shows that ΓX,yy may work as an input to a damage function in economic modeling
with moist heat stress metrics, but such a function would behave non-linearly. Thus,
we provide the source files for each spatial pattern (fig. 3.3), allowing researchers,
economists, and policy makers direct access to our results.
Our results provide further support for prior work, which projects that heat stress
ultimately threatens humans‘ capacity to perform work [45, 170, 187, 188], and may
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reach deadly levels [5, 187]. Scaling from each ΓX,yy implies that the tropics, which
already suffer from high heat stress summers today [195], will become permanently
stressful year round [44, 196], even with small changes in average global temperature
change (1.5 to 2◦ C). For a given global mean surface temperature change, we can
determine the limit of habitability for mammals—the main uncertainties are in the
amount of climate change, not other details of modeled physics. Furthermore these
scaling relationships, bound by moist convective neutrality, constrain the limits of
planetary habitability [5, 197] and the definition of the habitable zone [198].

Significance Statement
We propose a simple theoretical framework for predicting heat stress using a range
of metrics operationally used for health, labor productivity, military deployments, infrastructure, and agriculture. We demonstrate that our framework captures bulk
behavior of the CMIP5 ensemble after normalization by global mean surface temperature change. We find that the spatial patterns of change in CMIP5 models are
rich in details that are stationary and robust after normalization, but vary substantially between metrics. These results can be used to gain physical insights into heat
stress changes and to provide an efficient framework for spatially resolved predictions
utilizing a probabilistic pattern scaling approaches such as within Integrated Assessment Models (IAM). Using these results, we reaffirm warnings imperiling planetary
habitability for mammals.

3.6

Supplemental Materials
Due to data availability, we use 18 Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase

5, CMIP5 [62], Table 3.3.
We use the Taylor diagram [199] to characterize the multi-model mean (MMM) of
each metric (fig. 3.5; Table 3.4). We characterize the MMM slope parameters as well
(Table 3.4). Every metric, at the 95th percentile distribution, has a pattern scaling
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>0.95. We show the 95th percentiles of each metric, their slopes, and composition in
each CMIP5 climatology (Table 3.5). We compute model statistics for each MMM
slope scaled by each models global mean surface temperature change by comparing
them to each models derived values (fig. 3.4). Lastly, SW M P 80 is shown as a
comparison for SW M P 65 in the manuscript (fig. 3.6).
The HumanIndexMod uses Bolton eqn. 39 [92] and Davies-Jones [29] eqn. 2.42.8 and 4.3-4.11 to accurately calculate θe and Tw , respectively. For simplicity, we
demonstrate that Tw (Davies-Jones eqn. 3.4 [29]) is a function of θe (Davies-Jones
eqn. 2.6 [78]:

(Tw )p,H =

x−z

C
θe

λ !
(3.3)
p,H

where p is pressure (1000 mb) and H is RH (%). x and z are constants [29]. C
is the temperature of freezing. λ is the inverse of the Poisson‘s constant, 1/κd , where
κd = Rd /cpd . Rd is the dry air gas constant, and cpd is the heat capacity of dry air at
p.
θe = θD H

−Rv

r(T,H)
cpd

e

L∗ r(T,H)
cpd T

(3.4)

where θD is a function of equivalent potential temperature of dry air, Rv is the
gas constant for moist air, and r(T, H) is the mixing ratio at T and H:
r(T, H) = H

es (T )
p − es (T )

(3.5)

where es (T ) is the saturated vapor pressure:
aT

(3.6)

es (T ) = es (C)e T +b

where a and b are constants from the August-Roche-Magnus formula (Bolton eqn.
10 [92]). L∗ is the latent heat of vaporization adjusted for T .
The derivative of Tw and θe w.r.t T at 1000 mb and fixed RH is:

 λ 
0
C


θ
e θe
∂Tw


= zλ

∂T p,H
θe
p,H

(3.7)
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∂θe
∂T



∂
=
∂T

p,H



r(T,H) L∗ r(T,H)
−Rv c
pd e cpd T
θD H

0

= θe

(3.8)

p,H

0

where θe expands:
n 

o
 L∗ r(T,H)
0
0
R r(T,H)


− vc
T θD r (T,H)(L∗ −Rv T ln H)+cpd T θD −L∗ r(T,H)θD
cpd T
pd
∂θe
e
H

=
∂T p,H
cpd T 2
p,H

(3.9)
0

0

and θD , r (T, H) are:


∂θD
∂T




p,H

∂r(T, H)
∂T

∂
=
∂T

p,H

 
T

∂
=
∂T

p0
p − es (T )

κd 
(3.10)
p,H



es (T )
H
p − es (T ) p,H

(3.11)

expanded:



∂θD
∂T


p,H


=

p0
p−es (T )

κd +1


κd T es (T ) + (p − es (T )) 

p0
0

(3.12)
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∂es (T )
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=
p,H




p
0
es (T )
(p − es (T ))2
p,H


= es (T )
p,H

ab
(T + b)2

(3.13)


(3.14)
p,H

Using the above calculations, we demonstrate example solutions where the slopes
of Tw and θe are not linear functions of each other (Table 3.6).
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Table 3.3. CMIP5 simulations included in manuscript.
Model

Reference

BCC-CSM1-1

[200]

CCSM4 (coupler files)

[201]

CCSM4 (lowest model level)

[201]

GFDL ESM2G

[202]

GFDL ESM2M

[202]

GFDL CM3

[203]

IPSL-CM5A-LR

[204]

ACCESS1-0

[205]

ACCESS1-3

[205]

BNU-ESM

[206]

CNRM-CM5

[207]

FGOALS-g2

[208]

INM-CM4

[209]

MIROC5

[210]

MIROC-ESM

[211]

MIROC-ESM-CHEM

[211]

MRI-CGCM3

[212]

NorESM1-M

[213]
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Table 3.4. 95th percentile pattern correlation MMM CMIP5 vs JRA55
(left) and 2091-1996 vs 2036-1996 slope parameters (right).
Metric

MMM vs JRA55

ΓX,95

T

0.95

0.97

HI

0.95

0.93

HU M IDEX

0.96

0.96

AT

0.95

0.95

DI

0.96

0.97

SW M P 65

0.96

0.97

SW M P 80

0.96

0.97

Tw

0.96

0.96

θe

0.85

0.94
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Table 3.5. : CMIP5 95th percentile moist thermodynamics.
Maximum

Avg. Slope

Avg. RH

Avg. T

(◦ C)

(X/◦ CkRH )

(%)

(◦ C)

Late 20th Century
θe

87.0

3.5

62.3

26.3

Tw

25.6

0.9

62.7

26.2

SW M P 80

26.1

0.9

56.0

27.5

SW M P 65

26.6

0.9

51.5

28.3

DI

27.2

0.9

47.5

28.8

HU M IDEX

39.9

1.6

50.9

28.4

AT

32.9

1.4

47.0

28.9

HI

33.7

1.0

43.4

29.1

Early-Mid 21st Century
θe

92.0

3.8

62.4

27.6

Tw

26.5

0.9

62.7

27.5

SW M P 80

27.1

0.9

55.5

29.0

SW M P 65

27.5

0.9

50.5

29.9

DI

28.3

0.9

46.4

30.4

HU M IDEX

41.9

1.7

50.2

29.9

AT

34.7

1.4

46.3

30.4

HI

36.1

1.3

43.5

30.6

Late 21st Century
θe

104.0

4.2

61.7

30.4

Tw

28.5

0.9

62.1

30.2

SW M P 80

29.1

0.9

53.9

32.1

SW M P 65

26.9

0.9

48.2

33.1

continued on next page
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Table 3.6. Example Tw and θe calculations at 1000 mb and fixed RH.
T

RH

Tw

θe

∂Tw
∂T

∂θe
∂T

(◦ C)

(%)

(◦ C)

(◦ C)

(◦ C/◦ C)

(◦ C/◦ C)

21

20

8.8

28.7

0.6

1.5

31

60

20.8

65.3

0.8

3.2

40

70

29.3

109.7

0.8

5.4

Table 3.5. : continued
Maximum

Avg. Slope

Avg. RH

Avg. T

(◦ C)

(X/◦ CkRH )

(%)

(◦ C)

DI

30.7

0.9

43.8

33.7

HU M IDEX

39.2

1.6

48.6

33.1

AT

32.3

1.4

44.6

33.8

HI

33.2

1.2

43.9

33.6
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Figure 3.4. Comparing our scaled MMM theoretical 2081-2100 results
with each individual CMIP5 model. P C, U is the pattern correlation;
P C, C is the pattern correlation with the mean removed; RM SE is
the root mean squared error; S σ and A σ are the scaled model and
actual standard deviations, respectively; S µ and A µ are the scaled
model and actual means, respectively; S Cν and A Cν are scaled
model and actual coefficient of variation, respectively. Some CMIP5
simulations did not have winds, and have -99 for AT .
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Figure 3.5. 95th percentile multi-model mean Taylor diagram CMIP5
vs JRA55 for 9 metrics (calculated over 57◦ S to 57◦ N).
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Figure 3.6. 2091-1996 95th percentile slope for ΓSW M P 80,95 . cν,Γ,X,95
>0.35 (stipple, and area of disagreement).
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4. ACCURATE SOLAR RADIATION HEAT STRESS DERIVED LABOR
CAPACITY PREDICTIONS
Abstract
Explicit inclusion of changes of solar radiation has not been included in projected
global outdoor labor productivity. The environmental stress index (ESI), which includes temperature, moisture, and radiation [128], is a good measure for determining
labor capacity from heat stress. Here we calculate ESI from Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 5 (CMIP5) simulations, explicitly including radiation for the first
time. The 80th percentile confidence interval for late 20th and late 21st Century global
total labor capacity drops from ESI 91-99% down to 68-93%, with a median loss of
4% per degree. These results are amenable to be incorporated into economic and
integrated assessment models.

4.1

Introduction
Labor capacity, LC (see Methods), is the human acclimatized measure of work

per unit hour is defined as a measure of air temperature, humidity, and solar radiation [115]. Adjustments are made to LC due to varying clothing styles and metabolic
activity, but the function remains constant if activity and clothing are assumed constant. The climatic contributions become the deciding factor when labor can be
performed. The environmental conditions where work is reduced can occur globally,
but temporally, they occur frequently at low latitudes [188]. As a consequence, low
latitude densely populated areas are an increasingly monitored and researched area
for heat stress [188, 195, 214, 215].
To first order, researchers have assessed projected damages to labor from heat
stress with temperature [192]. However, 100 years of research in heat stress has
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shown that humidity and radiation are likewise important [1, 115]. Researchers have
expanded their studies on worker capacity with proxies adding moisture, but have
omitted radiation [45, 173, 216]. The results are metric dependent, and no research
has evaluated whether changes in heat stress with and without radiation show similar
results regionally. Does adding radiation to global heat stress analysis bring added
value to climate change projections?
We start our analysis by choosing appropriate heat stress metrics for the Coupled Model Intercomparison Prjoect 5 (CMIP5). The Wet Bulb Globe Temperature
(W BGT ) is an industry standard for measuring heat stress in workplace environments [39]. The inputs are air temperature, T , wet bulb temperature, Tw , and globe
temperature, Tg . Tg is difficult to calculate with general circulation model (GCM)
output. Researchers have used two general approaches to dismiss radiation. One
was to assume that shaded environmental radiation conditions have no impact on air
temperature (Tg = T ) [45,216]. However, the industrial standard for shaded environments opts for Tg , instead of T [39], not the other way around. The other approach
was the development of a new metric, the Simplified Wet Bulb Globe Temperature,
sW BGT [1]. This metric was calibrated for open air, unshaded environments in
Australia. We use the sW BGT as our non-calibrated radiation outdoor metric. The
environmental stress index (ESI) was developed as a replacement for W BGT , because of the difficulty in deploying the Tg instrumentation, and instead uses solar
radiation (W/m2 ) as an input [128]. The results are approximately 1:1 with W BGT
through a variety of environmental conditions. This makes ESI amenable to GCM
output, and an appropriate proxy for LC.

4.2

Methods
4x daily values of temperature, surface pressure, moisture, and solar radiation from

lowest atmospheric model level from JRA55 and 18 CMIP5 models (Table 1) interpolated to a model resolution of 1◦ x1◦ for inter-comparison are used. Modern MMM
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CMIP5 and JRA55 climatologies are computed from 1986–2005. Future climatologies
are averaged from 2081–2100 and 2026–2045, but only the former are discussed because the scaled results are similar. We calculate sW BGT using previously described
methods [1]:

sW BGT = 0.56TC +

0.393eRH
+ 3.94
100

(4.1)

where TC is temperature (◦ C), eRH is the vapor pressure in Pascals, and derived
from relative humidity. We calculate ESI following methods from [128]:
ESI = 0.63TC − 0.03RH + 0.002SR + 0.0054(TC RH) −

0.073
0.1 + SR

(4.2)

where RH is relative humidity (%), and SR is solar radiation (W/m2 ). We divide each time series into climatological percentiles, yy (99th , 95th , 90th , 75th , 50th ,
and 25th ), focusing on the upper percentiles where generally the higher heat stress
conditions occur. Global mean surface temperature, h∆T i, from each CMIP5 model
is used to scale each climatological percentile, then calculate the multi-model mean
of each percentile for each time series:
ΓsW BGT,yy =
ΓESI,yy =

∆sW BGTyy
h∆T i

(4.3)

∆ESIyy
h∆T i

(4.4)

Each percentile is used to calculate sW BGT and ESI per degree of global warming ∆T :
sW BGTyy,∆T = sW BGTyy + ∆T ΓsW BGT,yy

(4.5)

ESIyy,∆T = ESIyy + ∆T ΓESI,yy

(4.6)

To calculate labor capacity, we follow previous methods [45]:
2

LCsW BGT,yy,∆T = 100 − 25max(0, sW BGTyy,∆T − 25) 3
2

LCESI,yy,∆T = 100 − 25max(0, ESIyy,∆T − 25) 3

(4.7)
(4.8)
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We weight each ∆T percentile by the relative time of exposure to calculate labor
capacity per degree of warming:
LC∆T =

LC99th + 4LC95th + 5LC90th + 15LC75th + 50LC50th + 25LC25th
100

(4.9)

Due to the spatial variability of population density [217], LC∆T is interpolated to
0.5◦ x0.5◦ for calculating the population weighted LC.
We use 4x daily output, T , pressure (P ), moisture (Q), and solar radiation (SR)
from 18 CMIP5 simulations interpolated to a 1◦ x1◦ resolution across 3 time slices,
1986-2005, 2026-2045, and 2081-2100. LC is calibrated for sub-daily values (see Methods), and we are limited to 18 models with 3 times slices due to availability of 4x
daily output. We use representative concentration pathway 8.5 for the largest signal to noise ratio [97]. CMIP5 multi-model mean, MMM, heat wave conditions (fig.
4.1c,d) are well represented as compared to reanalysis [180] (fig. 4.1a,b), and as
expected, late 21st Century warming occurs globally (fig. 4.1e,f). Immediately apparent is that although CMIP5 values are cooler as compared to reanalysis, sW BGT
is systematically warmer than ESI.
We normalize our sW BGT and ESI by global mean surface temperature from
each simulation for MMM comparisons (fig. 4.2), see Methods. Our results are robust,
with model variability consistent with similar methods [174]. sW BGT and ESI share
similar model spreads and globally averaged scaled changes (not shown). sW BGT
and ESI are distinct, yet share similar spatial patterns in Europe and North America
in the extremes (fig. 4.2a,b). There is an offset between sW BGT and ESI in South
America that is related to Andes Mountains. Spatial patterns are consistent between
extremes and local summers (fig. 4.2c,d). However, North America has a different
spatial pattern in sW BGT than ESI, likewise in Southern Africa. ESI is dominated
by a northern hemisphere amplification. The winter seasonal scaling (fig. 4.2e,f) behavior of ESI largely mimics the rest of the climatology, whereas sW BGT , although
exhibiting nearly uniform scaling in the zonal means, is systematically shifted to a
smaller values. This implies that the spread in values for sW BGT widen as climate
warms, while ESI shows systematic shifts in the mean.
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Figure 4.1.
20 year heat wave (95th percentile) climatologies of
sW BGT (left) and ESI (right). 1986–2005 JRA55 reanalysis (a,b);
1986–2005 CMIP5 MMM (c,d); and 2081-2100 CMIP5 MMM (e,f).
Line graphs are zonal means with the global mean average as vertical
line.

Using MMM scaling in 0.5◦ C warming increments, adding to the 1986–2005 climatology, we calculate the sW BGT /ESI climatological totals. The LC baseline is
calculated from 1986-2005 MMM CMIP5 4x daily values climatology, and we extend
those calculations to our scaled sW BGT /ESI values (fig. 4.3). sW BGT shows systematically smaller LC values as compared to ESI (fig. 4.3a,b). The coastal tropics
in Western Africa, islands of Southern Asia, and interior South America, LC is <30%
(fig. 4.3a). Spatially, ESI does not have the same pattern as sW BGT . Maximum
losses are in Pakistan/India along the Tibetan Plateau, down to the Bay of Bengal,
whereas sW BGT maximum losses are along the eastern coast and penetrate into
the interior Indian subcontinent. The scaling of sW BGT is highly dependent on the
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Figure 4.2. Spatial scaled MMM climatological distributions. 95th
percentile (a,b); 75th percentile (c,d); and 25th percentile (e,f).
sW BGT (left) values range from 1 to 1.4 with an increment of 0.05.
ESI (right) values range from 0.8 to 1.2 with an increment of 0.05.
Stippling is a measure of model disagreement.

climatological percentile, with banding occurring in the Sahel region of Africa (fig.
4.3c,e). Mountain regions reduce losses in LC for ESI in South East Asia, African
highlands, and Andes Mountains (fig. 4.3d,f). Interior South America and coastal
Africa are at 0% labor capacity before late 21st century in sW BGT .
Since total LC is spatially heterogeneous, and population density is not uniform,
we evaluate the combination of the two. We calculate the weighted population LC
per degree of global mean surface temperature change using the fixed 2015 population
density (fig. 4.4). We use the CMIP5 80th confidence interval to evaluate the model
spread in population weighted LC. Globally (fig. 4.4 left), the baseline conditions
for sW BGT derived LC are 90.4-72.8% and 98.6-91.0% for ESI. At 1.5◦ C from the
baseline (approximately equivalent to 2◦ C Paris Agreement [218,219]), sW BGT LC is
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Figure 4.3. sW BGT (left) and ESI (right) 1986–2005 baseline LC
(a,b); range from 0-100% with 10% increment. Change in absolute
LC from baseline for 2◦ C Paris Agreement limit [218, 219] (c,d) and
RCP8.5 late 20th Century (e,f); range from -50% to 0% with -5%
increment.

85.4-62.6%, and ESI is 97.0-83.1%. For comparison, sW BGT at 3.5◦ C (approximate
RCP8.5 late 21st Century) is 77.1-50.4% and 93.0-69.5% for ESI. However, there
is a disparity between the high latitudes (>30◦ ) and the low latitudes (<30◦ ; fig.
4.4 middle and right). The sW BGT LC deviation from maximums are minimal,
98.8-93.0% (99.8-97.5% for ESI). The Paris Agreement limit high latitude LC is
97.8-89.1% for sW BGT and 99.5-94.9% for ESI. The late 21st Century RCP8.5
sW BGT LC are 95.6-82.7% and 98.7-89.8% for ESI. The tropics, however, combine
to have high population densities, and diminished labor capacity (fig. 4.4, right). The
baseline conditions for sW BGT LC are 84.8-59.3%. and 97.9-86.7% for ESI. At the
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Paris Agreement, sW BGT LC is 77.2-45.0% and 95.2-75.3% for ESI. The RCP8.5
late 21st Century has LC for sW BGT at 64.8-28.9% and 89.2-56.0% for ESI.

Figure 4.4. 2015 fixed population weighted LC scaled by global mean
surface temperature for ESI (top) and sW BGT (bottom). MMM
(black line); CMIP5 50th confidence interval (red); and CMIP5 80th
confidence interval (pink).

4.3

Discussion
Recent work has attempted to link climate change and labor limits [25, 42, 43, 45,

130, 216, 220]. This focus is on using a proxy for W BGT , and efforts to replicate
indoor or shaded environments [220], although outdoor measurements are correlated
<0.2 R2 with indoor heat stress [221] . However, substantial work in both construction
and farming is not undertaken in shaded environments. Our ESI results rectify this
situation.
Choice of metric is also a concern for determining accurate global estimates of
labor activity [222]. Our sW BGT and ESI results differ substantially from each
other (fig. 4.1–4.4). sW BGT assumes direct solar exposure in its calculation. ESI,
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on the other hand, explicitly includes radiation in the calculation. This becomes
important in regions of the world where there are daily clouds (e.g. South America fig.
4.3a,b), as some light reaches the surface, but not total solar exposure. Otherwise, our
results (fig. 4.4 ESI Global) support previous effort demonstrating that there may
be losses from global productivity in the late 20th Century [45]. Spatially (fig. 4.3d),
however, these losses do not agree with previous results regionally [45]. Specifically,
maximums along coastlines of East India, and South East Asia. This may be due to
a single global circulation model result, whereas, we use 18 CMIP5 simulations.
The projection of labor damages into warmer climates is another advancement by
using scaling methods. Previous work has used W BGT with T = Tg [132]. Focusing
on South East Asia, the authors add 3◦ C to their W BGT calculation to represent
exposure sunlight. This method overestimates the modern state, since this method
has produced results warmer than our explicit calculation including solar radiation
(fig. 4.1b). Similar methods were applied to Nicaragua and surrounding countries
[25, 76]. These studies use a scaling technique linearizing the change in ‘indoor’
W BGT per decade. This linearization does not account for accelerated changes in
greenhouse gas emissions, and likely under estimates the true change. By normalizing
the ESI in terms of per degree of warming, our results overcome this limitation.
Furthermore, our scaling incorporates regional characteristics (fig. 4.2), allowing
project changes to be tailored to localities. Values in multiple studies were calculated
from monthly data [45,76,132], which could potentially overestimate the initial states
[1].
Damages to humans from heat stress are more than labor reductions. Unregulated
working in hot environments has the potential to cause long term medical issues.
Recent work has proposed that chronic kidney disease, which is globally appearing
in the tropics, is related to labor conditions [73, 158, 223–225]. This work is debated,
however, although no heat stress analysis is undertaken [226]. Our results show that
Nicaragua, Thailand, Cameroon, Sri Lanka, etc., are regions that currently have
heat stress conditions that warrant reductions in labor (fig 4.3b), and that some
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of these regions are expected to have increased labor losses from climate change
(fig. 4.3d,f). However, many of these areas are low income, and workers are piece
paid, thus, changes in economic policy could reduce worker exposure. Cameroon has
reduced rates in chronic kidney disease relative to other countries with same working
conditions, however, they are noted for enforcing hydration and break regimens [225].
Population weighted labor capacity shows linear losses for both global and high
latitudes (fig. 4.4). The tropics exhibit substantial changes in labor capacity with
respect to temperature. The median labor change from 0–1.5◦ C ∆T , is -4.6%/◦ C,
while from 2–3.5◦ C ∆T accelerates to -7.3%/◦ C. The labor loss acceleration appears
after the Paris Agreement threshold would be surpassed, and could represent a serious
tipping point [227, 228] for economic modeling (e.g. reduced labor income losses
compounded with less productive agriculture) and policy discussion. Furthermore,
population is expected to change throughout the 21st Century, and accounting for
population changes may impact the results. Technology, such as air conditioned
tractors, may also change human response to outdoor heat stress, however, this study
shows that outdoor heat stress is impacted by solar radiation today, especially in
countries that cannot afford technological mitigation. Including radiation into heat
stress analysis provides and accurate measurement of labor capacity and constrains
future planetary habitability [5].
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Table 4.1. CMIP5 simulations included in manuscript.
Model

Reference

BCC-CSM1-1

[200]

CCSM4 (coupler files)

[201]

CCSM4 (lowest model level)

[201]

GFDL ESM2G

[202]

GFDL ESM2M

[202]

GFDL CM3

[203]

IPSL-CM5A-LR

[204]

ACCESS1-0

[205]

ACCESS1-3

[205]

BNU-ESM

[206]

CNRM-CM5

[207]

FGOALS-g2

[208]

INM-CM4

[209]

MIROC5

[210]

MIROC-ESM

[211]

MIROC-ESM-CHEM

[211]

MRI-CGCM3

[212]

NorESM1-M

[213]
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5. SENSITIVITY OF A SIMPLE ECONOMIC MODEL TO GROSS LABOR
PRODUCTIVITY LOSSES IN AGRICULTURE PRODUCTION FROM HEAT
STRESS
Abstract
Quantifying heat stress impacts on economic productivity from projected climate
change is a challenging issue. To tackle this problem, we have implemented within
the Community Land Model framework the Wet Bulb Globe Temperature to measure
the magnitude of agricultural heat stress. Our result is a direct connection between
the physical climate system and direct economic outcomes. We sum the time exposed
to outdoor heat stress, and use the International Organization for Standardization
(ISO) to calculate worker productivity. With agricultural worker productivity, we
implement the results directly into the Simplified International Model of agricultural
Prices, Land use and the Environment (SIMPLE). SIMPLE exchanges crops on an
international trade market that factors in land productivity, land prices and land use,
to generate world crop prices.
Our results show that heat stress potentially has crippling impacts on crop prices.
Global shocks to labor have a non-linear response in crop prices. Even a small shock
of 5% can raise prices by 8%. Demands for land grows with productivity losses,
increasing prices of non-land inputs. Heat stress has the primary effect of preventing
farmers from working, but the secondary effects of heat stress lead to losses in incomes
and increases in crop prices. Heat stress not only impacts the direct health of workers
(heat stroke/exhaustion, but also impacts workers due to food price changes, by
risking higher malnutrition rates.
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5.1

Motivation and Background
More than tornadoes, flooding, and hurricanes combined, heat-related conditions

are the number one cause of death from natural disaster in the United States [104].
Duration of exposure of a few hours to heat (short-term) while working may increase
the incidence of heat exhaustion and heat stroke [105]. However, heat waves or
seasonally high heat (long-term exposure), even without working, may drastically
increase morbidity and mortality [43]. The 2003 European heat wave killed 40,000
people during a couple of weeks in August, although there is high uncertainty in the
number of deaths [106], but tens of thousands more may have died over the entire
summer [107]. Over the midsummer the 2010 Russian heat wave, the worst recorded
heat wave, killed 55,000 people [108].
Heat stress is quantified by heat stress metrics, which are used for a variety of
applications, and recently in a global context. Hundreds of diagnostic and prognostic
models were developed over the past century to determine heat stress [1,31,229]. Each
of these metrics was developed for a specific purpose, with differing assumptions about
work place conditions, physical fitness, and acclimatization.
A wet bulb temperature (Tw ) of 35◦ C is the physiological upper limit of adaptability to climate change. It begins to be exceeded over large areas when global
temperatures are ∼7◦ C warmer than today [5]. Although this is an upper limit to
the physiology of humans, a Tw of 32◦ C is a threshold beyond which heavy labor is
impossible [105, 172]. In the Middle East, future projections in Tw regionally peak at
31◦ C by 2100, with Red Sea and Persian Gulf areas exceeding 32◦ C [187, 188].
Few economic models attempt to use moist metrics, like Tw . Researchers focused
on working conditions, showing that productivity is expected to significantly decline
by >25% in some regions [45, 216]. Most economic models do not use temperature
for determining impacts from heat stress. There are few models that do, and they
show non-linear responses to temperature changes. One such model shows GDP per
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capita increases a few percent in high latitudes, while negative reductions >70% in
low latitudes occur [192].
To further compound this problem of quantifying heat stress related losses, moist
metrics only present a solution for indoor environment with negligible impending
solar or thermal radiation. Outdoor toil, especially in the agricultural sector, leaves
millions of people working in direct sunlight, often with little cover. Previous work
has established that solar radiation is a critical part of measuring heat stress [172].
One such metric is the Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (W BGT ) index. This metric
was developed by the United States Marine Corps during the 1950s to develop policy
to help reduce basic training casualties [21]. A system of flags were used: green flag
meant that all training may go ahead; yellow flag meant caution; red meant reduced
activity; and black flag meant that all activity was to cease.
Workplace heat stress is a concern, yet these metrics are not widely applied in
climate or economic modeling. Conversely, heat stress is not an neglected issue in
workplace conditions. The International Organization for Standardizations (ISO)
uses metrics for heat stress that include temperature, moisture, and solar/thermal
radiation. In addition to being a military heat stress standard, W BGT is also an
industry standard, ISO 7243 [39, 115]. The metric is standardized with types of
equipment and methods of measuring the local conditions. Furthermore W BGT ,
to account for types of clothing, has look up tables to adjust the final value. The
result from the metric determines a work/rest time, per hour, dependent on difficulty
of labor. W BGT has two forms for calculating work place labor, based upon two
locations, direct solar exposure and indirect/indoor solar exposure:
W BGT = 0.7Tnw + 0.2Tg + 0.1Ta

(5.1)

W BGT = 0.7Tnw + 0.3Tg

(5.2)

Where Tnw is the natural wet bulb temperature, Tg is the globe temperature in
the center of a 150 mm black globe, and Ta is the air temperature [39]. Equation
(5.1) is for direct exposure and Eqn. (5.2) is for indirect solar exposure. The globe
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thermometer, a device that measures total radiation and convection energy fluxes on
a black copper globe, is an input for the W BGT index. The wet bulb temperature,
the temperature the air would cool to from evaporation, is also an input for the
W BGT . Tnw is a non-linear calculation, and the precision of the calculation and
iteration methods may cause certain temperature and humidity combinations to fail
to converge [100]. Thus, I use Tw from the HumanIndexMod [1] to replace Tnw .
Even with the industry standard, limited research attempts to use W BGT in any
economic context. Many works simplify the W BGT equation, omitting the radiation
component in Eqn. (5.1) [45, 173, 216, 220]. However, this is confusing, because there
is an indoor version of the equation (Eqn. 5.2), which is already calibrated for the
workplace environment. Other works simplify the W BGT equation, and call it the
sW BGT , this time assuming direct sunlight exposure and no cover [24].
The focus of this manuscript is to execute a sensitivity study of the changes in
agricultural economic activity when considering the impact that heat stress has on
labor productivity. The rest of the manuscript is a follows. Section 2, Methods,
describes the methods I used to calculate W BGT and how I implement them into
the Community Land Model. Then I describe the economic modeling framework.
Section 3, Results; and Section 4, Discussion, will discuss the results and implications.
Section 5, Conclusions, will conclude the manuscript.

5.2

Methods
Calculating economic impacts of heat stress is a non-trivial task, and requires

a variety of both environmental constraints and estimations of work activity. Toil
rates are used to shock (perturb) a mechanistic economic model. To calculate the
environmental factors, I use a commonly used land surface model that will be driven
by general circulation model output. Then I calculate the W BGT from the land
surface model output. I assume an outdoor type of working conditions for the laborers,
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and with these constraints on worker productivity, I implement these values within
the economic framework.

5.2.1

Implementation of WBGT into CLM

The globe temperature is calculated by a variety of different methods [230]. Liljegren [30] has coded globe thermometer in Fortran, and through personal communication, has provided both the code and validation dataset for implementation into
the Community Land Model, CLM4.5 [101]. To calculate the W BGT , I implemented
radiation variables to the code within the radiation module of CLM4.5 (figure 5.1). I
also use the HumanIndexMod [1] to calculate the wet bulb temperature. Boundary
conditions consist of 1◦ x1◦ resolution and the Representative Concentration Pathway
8.5 [62], from 2005-2100. The simulation outputs all relevant radiation, moisture,
temperature, winds, and pressure to calculate the W BGT at 6 hourly time steps,
thus capturing the diurnal cycle. I incorporated my radiation code changes for calculating the W BGT into the rural biome of the CLM4.5. Humans work in conditions
exposed to direct sunlight and indirect exposure sunlight. The radiation changes
are incorporated into all vegetation components to simulate humans in all working
environments.
W BGT values by themselves do not tell us what the conditions are for workers. I
assume that laborers are working at a variety of different metabolic rates [39]. These
results can be condensed down to a capacity function, giving a productivity as a
percentage of total capacity per work hour [45]:
2

Lcap = 100 − 25max (0, W BGT − 25) 3

(5.3)

Where Lcap is on a scale of 0-100%. I normalize the W BGT values by global mean
surface temperature change (figure 5.2), deriving a scaling parameter for heat stress
(Chapter 3, Eqn 3.1). The labor values generated are for only vegetated areas of
CLM4.5. The scaling of W BGT by global mean temperature change during the summer season (75th percentile) is nearly uniform globally. Using a 2026-2045 baseline,
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Figure 5.1. Schematic of CLM4.5 components required for calculating
heat stress with radiation in rural environments.
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total labor capacity is near 100% for high latitudes. At the tropics, summer seasonal
heat stress can cause labor capacity to drop to ∼60% in Northern India/Pakistan.
At a 4◦ C in global means surface temperatures, total labor capacity in Northern
India/Pakistan is <40%. The W BGT values for the future climate show losses to
low latitudes (Figure 5.2). The scaling parameter shows that W BGT scales simply
with global mean surface temperature changes, with some notable exceptions (Figure
5.2, Top). Coastal regions 30◦ N30◦ S show a lower slope than the rest of the globe.
Furthermore extreme high latitudes have accelerated rates of W BGT with respect to
global mean surface temperature changes.
The next phase is to implement these estimates into an economic modeling framework. I use the SIMPLE model [231]. This model is a mechanistic partial equilibrium
model that calculates the price of crops on an open exchange world market. The world
market is broken up in to a number of regions (7) and global income levels (5) with
shared characteristics. SIMPLE handles the exchanges (prices) through elasticities
between demand and supply of land, crops, livestock, and processed foods. The
model framework has an initial conditions file, based upon 2006 values. A shock
(perturbation) is applied to the model, and a new equilibrium is calculated.
I shock the non-land components of the SIMPLE model. SIMPLE is set up in
the integrated model configuration such that markets interact with each other on
a global scale. Another configuration is segmented markets, where trade between
regions is limited. I do not use the segmented market configuration. Labor is built
within the non-land components as a productivity factor (0-100%), along with other
non-land components, such as fertilizer. The non-land components within the model
are not considered perfectly elastic [231], however, they are at a fixed value within
the model for all regions (labor supply elasticity, 1.34). As a sensitivity experiment,
I use af minimal shock to productivity factor of -5% to capture the full response of
SIMPLE framework, and I do not change any other initial conditions. The closure
and input parameters are from the Baseline diet 2006 (fixed caloric content and per
capita consumption).
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Figure 5.2. Rural labor losses for 20 year climatologies of middle and
late 21st Century. Top: the scaling parameter for the 75th percentile
W BGT (ΓW BGT,75 ). Left: Labor capacity for middle 21st Century.
Right: Labor capacity for 4◦ C increase in mean global surface temperatures.

5.3

Results
The baseline for the middle of the 21st Century has losses for the local summer

season in Northern India of 50% (Figure 5.2 Left). Interior Amazon Basin, likewise
has losses in labor productivity 50%. Parts of West Africa and South East Asia have
losses of ∼25%. Losses of 5-10% occur a majority of the 30◦ N30◦ S. The Middle East,
South East Asia, and Northern Australia coastal regions suffer 50% losses.
With substantial warming, (+4◦ C), local summer agricultural labor productivity
losses become catastrophic. Northern India sees reduction in labor capacity down
to 20% (Figure 5.2 Right). Interior Amazon Basin, likewise has reductions in labor
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productivity down to 25%. Parts of West Africa and South East Asia have labor
capacity of ∼25%. 50-60% labor capacity is dominates 30◦ N to 30◦ S. The Middle
East, South East Asia, and Northern Australia coastal regions suffer from 30% labor
capacity.
With catastrophic labor productivity changes, it becomes difficult to determine
how implement such losses in the SIMPLE model framework. This guided my decision
to use a small perturbation to labor productivity in the non-land components of
SIMPLE. I drive this simulation with the 2006 baseline boundary conditions. Figure
5.3 demonstrates how crop prices and yields change with the non-land productivity
inputs of -5%, -10%, -25%, -50%. Although crop yields change in this sensitivity
study, they are not a primary focus since I did not focus on the productivity of
plants. SIMPLE has a feature that linearizes the changes within the model, which
allows individual sub-component analysis. The linearization is most useful with small
perturbations. Therefore, I focus on -5% shock (perturbation) to labor productivity.
Figure 5.4 shows the breakdown of crop demand vs yields for each of the 7 regions
(see figure 5.4 for acronym descriptions). All regions show losses in yields that range
from 0.5% to >2%, with LAC, SSA, and MENA with the largest losses. Crop supply
in LAC remains constant, and increases for SA. Figure 5.5 shows price increases for
both land and non-land components from the small shock. Land prices rise the most,
by ∼4-6%, with the largest increases in NA and EAP. The demand for land however,
is smallest in these two regions, possibly due to low availability to use more land. The
lowest price increases are in LAC and MENA, but, have some of the higher demands
for more land. Figure 5.5 (Bottom) shows the price of non-land components and
supply. The price changes are almost uniform for the 7 regions: ∼3-3.5%. Likewise,
the demands for non-land components increase by a nearly uniform change of ∼4-5%.
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Figure 5.3. Price vs Yields. Productivity shocks of -5% – -75% are
presented (-5% at top left, and -50% bottom right).
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Figure 5.4. Price increase for productivity shock of -5%. Crop demand and yields for the 7 regions. EAP: East Asia Pacific; ECA:
Europe and Central Asia; LAC: Latin America; MENA Middle East
and North Africa; NA: North America; SA: South Asia; and SSA:
South Saharan Africa.
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Figure 5.5. Elasticities of land vs non-land and share of land partition. Top: Price vs supply of land, with the elasticity for each region
(region descriptions in Figure 5.4). Bottom: Price vs supply of nonland components,
of productivity.
Figure with
6.5.elasticity
Elasticities
of land vs non-land

and share o
Top: Price vs demand of land, with the elasticity
(region descriptions in Fig. 4). Bottom: Price vs dem
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5.4

Discussion
The changes in SIMPLE due to the large shocks (perturbations) to labor pro-

ductivity are difficult to analyze due to their non-linear nature in increases to prices
and yields. I use the shocks as an evaluation of model sensitivity to changes in productivity of non-land inputs. Focusing on the smaller change in labor productivity
grants the opportunity to evaluate how the global market responds to incremental
changes to labor. Overall, there is a 8.13% increase in the price of crops due to a
labor productivity shock of -5%. I did not expect a change in price to be larger than
the shock value. A 5% change, SIMPLE is not behaving linearly when it comes to
productivity changes.
The share of land is based upon the value of the land multiplied by the demand
of the land unit plus the value of the non-land multiplied by the demand of non-land.
The non-land component of SIMPLE is responsible for 75-90% of all of the costs. The
productivity elasticity, although not truly elastic [231], is fixed for all regions at the
same value, 1.34, and is responsible for this inability to exchange the ratio of land to
non-land. This means that a perturbation to productivity is largely absorbed by the
ability to supply more labor or other non-land inputs. In a climate change scenario,
the pool of labor may be fixed, because heat stress may incapacitate any worker from
any outdoor sector. If the heat stress becomes large enough in certain regions (poorer
countries are reliant on physical labor for agriculture), the demand for labor may rise,
but there may be no workers capable of replacing such demand. North America is an
exception with air conditioned vehicles, however, not everywhere in North America
has access to air-conditioned agricultural vehicles.
Because the elasticities for non-land are the same for each region, the price response to a labor productivity shock will largely come from the land components.
Each region has a different elastic response to land price and land demand. However,
the areas that have the least capability of expansion, such as the East Asia Pacific
(due to little land area) or North America (due to inherently maximized farm area),
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have the price of land increase due to the labor shock. As noted earlier, this may not
be an appropriate response for North America. The shocks I implement to productivity encompass labor productivity and other non-land components (such as fertilizer),
and a loss of labor productivity in North America may have little to no impact in
many farms. The increase in prices may be due to an over compensation of price
increases in North America. Latin America has the largest capacity to expand, and
it also has the best capacity for supply of land. However, their total crop production
does not change, thus they have some of the largest yield losses (>-2%). This is due
to a combination of larger area of less productive land reducing the ratio of area to
production.

5.5

Conclusions
These results are the first step in attempting to determine the economic impact of

heat stress on labor. One of the issues in dealing with climate change is the collective
action problem, known as the tragedy of the commons [232]. Scientists may play
an important role in tackling the collective action problem through the intersections
of climate change research and measurements of impacts. Scientists may use their
studies to point out issues that are not known in the collective action problem. Additionally, scientists can quantify problems in the collective action problem that have
been previously coined as incommensurables [232] The analysis here scratches the surface for quantifying these incommensurables. A next step to guide this research would
be cost benefit analysis of adding air conditioning or other mechanisms to enhance
evaporative cooling. Access to cooling stations, and other types of air conditioning
may be a solution towards heat stress. My work may also apply into larger damage
functions for large scale decision making and complex economic modeling [194].
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6. PROPOSED FUTURE WORK
Abstract
The previous chapters bring together a body of work that evaluates heat stress
calculations, analyzes their behavior on a global scale, and demonstrates applications
for impact assessments. This next section is focused on two avenues of proposed
future work. One is further implementation of the Wet Bulb Globe Temperature
(W BGT ) into the urban environment of Community Land Model. The second is the
implementation of a prognostic thermal model, SCENARIO, into the Community
Land Model framework.

6.1

WBGT

6.1.1

Implementation of WBGT into CLM

I will incorporate the W BGT into the urban biome [85] of the CLM4.5. Cities have
high concentrations of populations and due to the ‘heat island’, effect can amplify
the danger of heat stress [64–67]. Humans work in conditions exposed to direct
sunlight and indirect exposure sunlight. I plan on applying W BGT in both direct
and indirect solar radiation exposure. W BGT will be validated with recent heat waves
(Chicago 1995, and Europe 2003) and modern data products, e.g. ERA Interim [94].
Chapter 5 notes that previous work has accomplished the implementation of W BGT
into all vegetation components to simulate humans in all working rural conditions.
Representative concentration pathways (RCP) [97] will be the target greenhouse gases
forcing to determine the possible effects of climate change on the W BGT .
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WBGT Index
The Wet Bulb Globe Temperature (W BGT ) is ISO 7243 (International Organization for Standardization). The calculation is based upon two locations, direct solar
exposure and indirect/indoor solar exposure:

W BGT = 0.7Tnw + 0.2Tg + 0.1Ta

(6.1)

W BGT = 0.7Tnw + 0.3Tg

(6.2)

Where Tnw is the wet bulb temperature,Tg is the globe temperature in the center
of a 150 mm black globe, and Ta is the air temperature [39]. Equation (6.1) is for
direct exposure and (6.2) is for indirect solar exposure. The globe thermometer, a
device that measures total radiation and convection energy fluxes on a black copper
globe, is an input for the W BGT index. The wet bulb temperature, the temperature
the air would cool to from evaporation, is also an input for the WBGT. The globe
temperature is calculated by a variety of different methods [230, 233]. Liljegren et
al. [30] has coded globe thermometer in Fortran, and through personal communication
has provided both the code and validation dataset for implementation into CLM4 (see
Chapter 5).

6.2

SCENARIO

6.2.1

Implement Prognostic Heat Stress Model

SCENARIO was originally written in BASIC programming language. The original
authors have always intended to rewrite the program into a Fortran, C, etc., programming environment. Unfortunately, the authors never had the ability to pursue this
goal. Through personal communication, R. Gonzalez has provided the original source
code. He has also provided two validations data sets (6 female and 6 males). These
subjects are engaged in a variety of different metabolic routines using cycle ergometers in a controlled environment. The data sets use an experimental framework for
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Table 6.1. Sensitivity to boundary conditions of weight and body fat
for 5 of the different compartments in SCENARIO. Using 8% Fat and
a 74kg mass as the control conditions, the different weight and fat
percentages show the relative percent change for each compartment
as compared to the control case. Each compartment has a different
coefficient of heat transfer, dependent on total mass and volume of
the respective compartment.
Fat (%)
Weight (kg)

Control 8%

8%

14%

14%

74 kg

64 kg

74 kg

74 kg

%

Change

Segment
Core

0

-8

-2.5

-7.4

Muscles

0

-8

-2.7

-8.2

Fat

0

-8

78

229

Vascular Skin

0

-8

-6.7

-19

Skin

0

-8

-6.6

-18.7

environmental transient states, where all subjects wear the same clothing and start
at the same temperature–moisture regime. Toil is executed in an environment that
has increases in temperature to a peak, then moisture is also increased to a peak
value. This environment is sustained for a prescribed time period, then the environment rapidly cools to below initial conditions [234]. These datasets are good tests of
SCENARIO‘s capabilities (Gonzalez, personal communication).
The human body in SCENARIO is defined as a single unit divided into 6 compartments (see chapter 1, Figure 1.2). SCENARIO uses a finite difference method
to calculate the thermal states of each compartment. The human body is a complex system, with multiple non-linear responses. SCENARIO operates on 0.025 min
time steps, and has an exponential lag routine to prevent numeric instabilities from
the transition states of non-linear systems (heart and sweat rates). Additionally, the
model has a routine that reduces the time between time steps (increasing the number of time steps per total run) if the heat transfer between compartments exceeds
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a certain threshold. The boundary conditions for the human in SCENARIO are set
by the weight, percent body fat (Table 6.1), age, height, and clothing, determining
the coefficients of thermal and radiation transfer, sizes of each compartment, and
maximum and minimum heart rates. The metabolic boundary conditions are a set
type of work, ranging from ergometer, to marching along a grade with a pack load, at
varying speeds. The external boundary conditions are set by the radiation, moisture,
and thermal environments, as well as settings for water replenishment.
I will have two types of experiments for SCENARIO within each CESM simulation,
and reanalysis data validation. SCENARIO may be set to run for extended periods of
time (days or longer). I will have all SCENARIO experiments run for 5 day periods.
This will represent a work week. The SCENARIO person will work during daylight
hours and rest at night (5 intervals of work, 5 intervals of rest). Experiment one will
automatically set the worker to rest when threshold core temperatures are exceeded,
and the worker will not return to work until heart rate and core temperatures both
return to a baseline state. Time will be recorded how long the worker remains in rest
state, measuring ‘labor time lost’. Experiment two will have the person working, even
if the threshold core temperature is exceeded. SCENARIO measures a probability of
casualty based upon core temperatures (this function was developed at United States
Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine, USARIEM, and is derived from
their casualty database of 1000s of subjects), and this experiment will represent a
probability that emergency medical services would be required.

Limitations of SCENARIO
The human body in SCENARIO is represented as a single cylinder with 6 compartments determined by the mass and fat. The real human body is many times
more complex. However, SCENARIO is well validated [47, 52, 53, 57–61], and is regularly used by USARIEM. In all experiments, SCENARIO assumes that the subject
humans are not acclimatized (acclimatization is explicitly shut off and is in experi-
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Figure 6.1. Output from SCENARIOF. Temperature of the blood
Tbl , core Tcr , muscles Tmu , fat Tf at , vascular skin Tvsk , and outer skin
Tsk . The two red dots represent the temperature of the core and outer
skin of the female test subject that was used to derive the boundary
conditions for this simulation. a) Initial temperature conditions. b)
15 minutes into simulation. c) minute 30 and end of simulation.

mental stages). Lack of acclimatization is important for the broad based approach to
coupling CESM and SCENARIO, in that we are assuming the average person may not
be in top physical shape. Prominent societal issues, such as increasing rates of obesity,
may be impacted by heat stress and are relevant to prognostic thermo-physiology.

6.2.2

Results of SCENARIO

I have partially translated SCENARIO into Fortran (SCENARIOF) from the
original BASIC. The algorithms that generate the properties of each segment, and
the heat transfer equations are fully coupled to each other. The heart and sweat
rate algorithms have not been coupled to SCENARIOF. I test SCENARIOF with the
boundary conditions from a 18 year old woman with 18.4% body fat [234]. She is
on a ergometer wearing a light clothing starting from rest ramping up to a moderate
workout (∼400W). Her initial body temperature distribution is the initial conditions
for the model. The room temperature is 35◦ C with a relative humidity ∼20%.
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The fat has a high thermal inertia when compared to muscles, and low thermal
inertia when compared to vascular skin. This impedes heat transfer from core to
skin. The model heart rate is an important component to the overall function of
the model because of its ability to bypass the thermal inertia of the fat by directly
transporting heat to the vascular skin (figure 6.1). Initially, the skin layers and fat
cool by evaporative cooling (figure 6.1 a to b). However, as the skin cools too much,
the ‘wet’ skin stops cooling evaporatively, and the outer layers are overwhelmed by
heat production and outside air temperatures (figure 6.1).

6.3

Conclusions
W BGT and SCENARIOF add new capacity to the Earth system modeling frame-

work. With W BGT , I will add capabilities to compare heat stress and labor rates
in different vegetation types, and urban zones, something that ESI (see Chapter 4)
cannot do. Additionally, the radiation component of W BGT , Tg , opens new avenues
of validating CLM4.5. The United States Armed Forces has collected data for Tg globally for 60 years. This dataset is not utilized in Earth system modeling. SCENARIOF
adds the capability of changing metabolic production, and determining how heat load
impacts human and animal heat stress. Experiments, such as climate change impacts
on peak metabolic production during hunting for predators, is an avenue of research
that is under explored.
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7. SUMMARY
Abstract
Heat stress will remain a global issue that crosses socioeconomic status. Expansion
of heat stress will grow with climate change, and lead from peak summer reduced
worker capacity to seasonal scale heat stress. For peak weekly to sub-daily timescales,
the length of time exposed to deadly heat stress will expand incapacitation, morbidity,
and mortality. My dissertation focused on 2 distinct parts: quantification methods
of heat stress, and heat stress applications.

Quantification methods of heat stress
Chapters 1–3 focused on historical analysis of heat stress. Chapter 1 was a detailed
assessment of previous work in heat stress—methods, history, and future research outlook. I recommend the implementation of moisture and radiation as a minimum for
quantifying global heat stress, and further recommend mechanistic thermo-physiology
models. In Chapter 2 I focused on the implementation and quantification of a battery
of heat stress metrics within the global circulation model framework. The ultimate
outcome is a Fortran module, the HumanIndexMod [1]. This module became the
basis of the rest of the dissertation, and has been formally accepted into the National
Center for Atmospheric Research global circulation model, the Community Earth
System Model. Furthermore, I have worked with Dr. Dennis Shea to incorporate
elements of the HumanIndexMod into the NCAR Command Language (NCL). Chapter 3 offers an analysis of a battery of heat stress metrics. I show their differences
in global circulation models, and thermodynamic predictability and scalability. My
recommendation is for studies that are not using time dependent analysis of heat
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stress (e.g. heat load), the diagnostic package provided in the HumanIndexMod will
resolve many future research and policy questions with simple scaling techniques.

Heat stress applications
Chapters 4 and 5 focused on applications for heat stress impact modeling, and
economic outcomes. In Chapter 4 I quantify labor impacts from heat stress due to
the covariance or temperature, humidity, and radiation. This work has never been
attempted on a global scale, and my results are amenable to Integrated Assessment
Modeling. My conclusion is that outdoor work will be severely impacted by heat
stress, whether in the sun or not, even with a couple degrees of warming. Chapter
5 analyzes economic impacts analysis, utilizing the heat stress driven labor impact.
Chapter 6 focuses on full implementation of radiation based metric, W BGT , into the
urban component of CLM4.5. From there, implementation of a prognostic thermophysiology model is my ultimate goal. A thermo-physiology model can account for
population demographics and a variety of labor metabolic rates. The advantage is
the analysis of the time-dependent aspects of heat stress due to heat load on human
and animal bodies.
My labor results are the driving model for the flagship application for the Purdue
University Big Idea Project, GLASS: Global to Local Analysis of Systems Sustainability. I recommend incorporation of labor losses into many types of assessments.
The first assessment is impacts to productivity of agriculture due to labor losses. Do
humans change types of crops used when labor productivity drops? How do losses
in cumulative wealth change per deg of warming? Cumulative wealth, or potential
wealth, is a measure that can determine lifestyle and overall health of people on a
lifetime scale. Humans have substantial capacity to migrate away from dire conditions. Heat stress may threaten the livelihoods and structures of many low-latitude
countries. Analyzing how migration may drive upheaval and policy making is another
research avenue that heat stress may impact.
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